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MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIBLES 
 
1 � Framed Print celebrating the 2000 Millennium. Made entirely of 

postage stamps, it took thousands of Canadian stamps and hours 
of patience! Inspect Floor Sale Only ..........................  Offer 

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS 
 
2 �� Belgium a small mint and used selection of sets and 

singles running from #64/1333, B64/B1109 assembled in dealer 
sales cards. Nothing really over-powering in catalogue value but 
a nice clean group of collectable material. Fine-very fine. Inspect 
....................................................................................  $265.00  

3 � Central and South America used selection of issues from 
classic era to modern identified (cat. Number lightly in pencil on 
reverse of most) and filed by country into 34 envelopes. 
There's likely 5,000 stamps here and who knows what "gems" a 
close review will find. A bargain at the estimate. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $100.00  

4 �� Denmark lovely mint and used collection assembled on album 
leaves. Runs from the first issues through the year 1992. Includes 
used #3-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-15, 16-20, 27/52, 79-81, 82, 97-131, 135, 
145-154, 164-175, C3-4, and a wide range of mint sets, booklets, 
etc. Includes regular, semi-postal, air mail, and other back of the 
book issues plus the usual good selection of numeral cancels on 
the earlier. Routinely fine-very fine throughout and a nice clean 
collection Est. Realization ..........................................  $500.00  

5 �� Faroe Islands lovely all mint collection of issues from 1975 
through 2001 assembled on album leaves. Looks complete for the 
period with stamps, souvenir sheets, and intact booklets. Very 
fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization.....................  $200.00  

6 �� Finland a mint and used collection of issues from 1860 through 
1992 housed in a springback album. Well filled with hundreds of 
sets and singles. Includes used #5, 7-10, 12, 25-30, 31-35, 38-45, 
useful 1891-1929 Arms issues, then a solid run of regular and 
semi-postal issues, booklets, etc. A few early missing some of 
their serpentine perfs other fine-very fine throughout and worth 
the time for a close review Est. Realization................  $400.00  

7 �� France outstanding mint and used collection of issues from 1870 
through 1992 housed in a spring back album. Well filled with 
thousands of regular issue, semi-postal, air-mail and other back-
of-the-book stamps plus a handful of FSAT. Includes used #42, 
44, 47, 50-59, 60-63, 70-76, 109-132, 138-154, 156-184, 185-
196, 198-201, 251-253, 256-257, then a solid run through 1992 
mostly as issued. Semi-postals with usd #B1, B11, B54-59, plus a 
solid run of sets through 1992. Air Mails include used #C5-7, 
C10-13, C23-28, C29-32, C34-40 and more. Routinely fine-vey 
fine throughout. Inspect! Est. Realization ..................  $600.00  

8 �� France a mint and used collection of pre-1980 issues assembled 
on album leaves. Mostly used but there are mint present. 
Useful range of Ceres and Napoleon Heads, Peace and 
Commerce, etc., plus cancels. Generally fine-very fine and 
worth the time for a close review to uncover any hidden gems 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $300.00  

9 � France nice used selection of 1849-1871 Ceres and Napoleon 
Head issues. Incudes #3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12-16, 18, 19, 20, 22-28, 
29-36, plus extras with shades and cancels. Fine-very fine. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $250.00  

10 P French Colonies a selection of 12 different colour proofs 
issued for the 1937 Paris International Exposition. All in 
unissued colours of the common design, very fine mint, lightly 
hinged Est. Realization...............................................  $100.00  

11 �� French Offices nice mint and used collection of French Offices 
in China, Crete, Egypt and Levant assembled on album leaves. 
Nice group with plenty of useful material throughout. Couple 
with flts noted but overall fine-very fine. Inspect. .....  $700.00  

12 � German Democratic Republic collection of over 1,680 stamps 
from first overprinted issues through 1986. Mostly all are postally 
used and strength in earlier issues though some with light toning. 
Full of useful material and catalogue value likely high. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $100.00  

13 �� German Democratic Republic selection of a few hundred sets 
and souvenir sheets, chiefly from the 1960's and 1970's 
assembled in a stock book. Very fine mint, never hinged with 
much worthwhile. Est. Realization.............................  $75.00  

 
14 �� German Democratic Republic accumulation of early 

issues 195-1960 era with sets and better singles including 
#62, 65, etc. Routinely very fine mint, never hinged. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $40.00  

15 � German States selection of 15 different from various States, 
usual condition for these plus nice array of cancels.Mostly fine 
used ............................................................................. $562.00  

16 �� Germany a mint and used collection assembled on album leaves 
running from issues of 1872 through 1979. Includes used #14-19, 
21, 23, 24, 27, 52-61, 65C-74, 337-362, 366-435, strong Third 
Reich era, B1-2, B33a-c, B79-81, useful range of Occupation 
issues, #9N77, 9N79, 9N84-93, 9N95-98, 9N115, etc. 
Additionally there is a great range of cancels in all areas plus 
ranges of complete sets. A nice clean collection worthy of a close 
inspection. Fine-very fine throughout Est. Realization $400.00  

17 �� Germany accumulation of mint and used inflation era 
issues assembled on album leaves or stock pages. Includes 
large mint multiples, great range of cancels, used #B3-4, 
and more. Interesting lot, generally fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

18 �� Germany all mint selection of issues housed in a stock 
book. Contains 598 stamps (including 68 blocks of four) 
with useful modern sets, Zones, Europas, etc. Few earleir 
issues are hinged otherwise very fine mint, never hinged. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $100.00  

19 �� Germany all mint selection on Hagner stock pages with 
issues from 1974-1986. Contains 375 stamps and mostly in 
complete sets, very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged. 
At 20¢ a stamp should be a bargain at the estimate. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

20 � Germany all used accumulation of issues from early Shields 
to modern assembled on stock sheets. Contains hundreds 
of stamps with a good range of material including States,  Zones, 
and Occupation issues. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

21 � Germany accumulation of collector's duplicates housed in a pair 
of stock books and a shoebox. There's thousands of stamps and 
who knows what a good sort will turn up. Inspect, should be a 
bargain at the estimate Est. Realization....................... $50.00  

22 �� Greece useful mint and used collection of issues assembled on 
album leaves. Runs from early to modern and includes Hermes 
Heads with used #9, 18, 19, 22, 45, 46, 47, 53, 54, along with 
plenty of other worthwhile. Full of sets or part sets and routinely 
fine-very fine throughout. Inspect Est. Realization ..... $150.00  

23 �� Greenland a mint and used collection of issues 1938 through 
1993 assembled on album leaves. Includes used #1-9, 10-14, 28-
38, 39-40, mint #86-97, 112-118, 120-133, 136-141, 148-157, 
175, 233-38, and more. Routinely fine-very fine and much mint is 
never hinged Est. Realization...................................... $150.00  

24 �� Hungary lovely mint and used collection of issues from 1871 
through the 1970's assembled on album leaves. Includes used #9-
11, 13-17 and other useful Crown of St. Stephen issues, #47-66, 
and much more with what appears to be a high degree of 
completeness up to the 1940's. There is a great range of 
cancels and who knows what surprises await the specialist 
collector of this country. Routinely fine-very fine throughout. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $200.00  

25 � Hungary accumulation of covers, Maxim cards and stationery 
with 202 FDC's and about half of these have souvenir 
sheets. Plenty of sets and items with catalogue values to $15 
and great topical appeal. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $60.00  

26 �� Hungary collection of mint and used issues from 1871 through 
to modern assembled on loose leaf pages. Likely thousands of 
stamps here and stated to catalogue $450 from the collector's 
1996 Scott. Inspect Est. Realization............................ $50.00  

27 � Hungary accumulation of about 350 First Day Covers (addressed 
to Canada), maxim cards, and stationery from the period 1985-
1991. Colorfully cacheted and fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00        

Please mail your bid sheet early. Remember, in 
the case of tie bids, the first bid received wins the 
lot. And, faxed bids always arrive sooner. 
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28 �� Iceland a nice mint and used collection of issues from 1876 

through 2001 housed in a springback album. Contains hundreds 
of stamps with sets, singles, souvenir sheets, etc. Includes used 
#10, 11, 21, 24, 26, 34-42, 44A (mint), 71-80, 82, 86-91, 92-94, 
108-128, 130-134, 136-137, 144-148, 150, 176-186, 195-198, 
203-208B, 217-228, 257-268, mint 284-286, B5, B6, O4, O29, 
and much more with large selections of commemorative sets 
many of which are present both mint and used. Rourintley fine-
very fine throughout. Inspect Est. Realization............  $500.00  

29 �� Israel a mint and used collection of issues from 1948 to 2001 
housed in a pair of spring back albums. Contains hundreds of sets 
and souvenir sheets with used #9, mint #10-14, 28 with tab, 56-
61 with tabs, 62-64 with tabs, 66-69 with tabs, 73-78 with tabs, 
and much more. There are a large number of issues present both 
mint and used with a tremendous range of material. Worth the 
time for a close review Est. Realization .....................  $400.00  

30 �� Israel all mint collection of issues 1970-1984 assembled in 
mounts on White Ace pages. Includes tab sets plus souvenir and 
mini-sheets. Is almost complete for the period. Very fine mint, 
never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization........................  $100.00  

31 �� Italy a mint and used collection of issues from 1863 through 
1989 assembled on album leaves. Includes used #23 (2), 24-33, 
37-44, 52-57, 58-63, 65-66, 67-72, 73-75, 76-91, 114, 142, 147-
158, C106-114, mint #120-22, 124-25, 133-35, 140-41, E9, then 
well filled with hundreds of sets, singles, etc. for the period 
covered. Routinely fine-very fine throughout and worth a close 
review Est. Realization...............................................  $500.00  

32 �� Liechtenstein a mint and used collection of issues 1912 through 
1992 assembled on album leaves. Includes used #1-3, 95-97, etc. 
Earler is spotty but coverage picks up in the 1960's with a solid 
run of sets and souvenir sheets, even a few covers. Routinely 
fine-very fine throughout. Inspect Est. Realization ....  $200.00  

33 �� Luxembourg lovely mint and used collection of 
issues assembled on album leaves running from 1882 to 1992. 
Includes good earlier used Grand Duke Adolphe and Duchess 
Marie Adelaide issues, plus #112-124, 126-130, 152, 159-185, 
186-193, 197-216, and a wide range of mint and used sets, etc. 
Contains both regular and semi-postal issues. Routinely fine-very 
fine throughout with much never hinged mint material. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $250.00  

34 �� Macau dealer's all mint stock of issues from #876a/1006 housed 
in a counter sales book. Lots of depth plus variety with 74 sets 
and 127 souvenir sheets. Very fine mint, never hinged. $614.65  

35 �� Mexico a mint and used collection of issues from 1899 through 
1989 assembled on album leaves. Some what spotty in earluer 
used though did see #303. The real coverage begins with 
mint issues starting about 1939 with regular and air mail 
issues. Well filled with thousands of stamps. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $200.00  

36 � Netherlands nice used selection of issues housed in dealer sales 
cards. Include #1, 2, 5-10, 22, 23, 29, 61-82, 90-97, 100, and 
more. Fine-very fine. Inspect .....................................  $738.10  

37 � Netherlands dealer's all mint stock (a copy of #2 with 
Amsterdam cds cancel the only used stamp) of issues from 
#215/1064, B139/B720 assembled in a counter sales book. Filled 
with sets and souvernir sheets with much of use throughout. Also 
a handful of Aruba and Suriname. Very fine mint, lightly hinged 
and never hinged ........................................................  $518.15  

38 � Netherlands lovely all used collection of issues from 1912-1987 
housed in a Minkus album.  A high degree of completion for the 
period with regular, semi-postal, and other back-of-the-book 
issues. Includes #B12-69, B73-247, and more. Fine-very fine. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $400.00  

39 �� Netherlands a nice mint and used collection running from first 
issues to 1993 assembled on album leaves. Includes used #1-3, 4-
6, 7-12, 17-22, 23-33, 40-52, 55-82, 90-97, B6-8, B12-15, B16-
24, B33-40, B54-57, etc. with a wide range of mint and used 
regular and semi-postal issue sets. Also has Netherlands Indies 
with used #17-22 and more. Routinely fine-very fine throughout 
with much never hinged mint material Est. Realization $350.00  

40 � Netherlands an all mint collection of issues housed in a pair 
of Davo hingeless albums with slip cases. There's a few sets 
scattered here and there but is basically sparce. However 
the albums alone, like new,  are a bargain at the estimate. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $150.00  

41 � Netherlands all used selection of likely thousands of 
stamps. Could be anything, we spotted #24, B1-2. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $50.00 

 
42 � Netherlands accumulation of issues from #23 through #J44 

plus some Colonies, all identifed and filed in envelopes 
filling a shoe box. There's likely thousands of stamps and 
a quick look showed some useful cancels on the earlier. Worth a 
look.  Est. Realization ................................................. $50.00  

43 � Netherlands accumulation of 55 different First Day Covers 
mostly between NVPH #61/246 and a few other private covers. 
Majority are cacheted and unaddressed, fine-very fine. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $35.00  

44 � Netherlands and Colonies sparce collection of used issues 
housed in a binder with Minkus pages and in dealer sales cards. 
Useful variety of material though nothing of high catalogue 
value. Best are two sets of #B1-3 but with cto Jan 31 dates. Fine-
very fine. Inspect Est. Realization............................... $35.00  

45 �� Norway lovely mint and used collection assembled on 
album leaves. Runs from the first issues through the year 1999. 
Includes used #2-5, 8-10, 14-15, 16-21, 22-34, 59-60, 74-95, 136-
144,  and a wide range of mint sets, booklets, etc. Includes 
regular, semi-postal, air mail, and other back of the book issues 
plus the usual good selection of attractive cancels on the earlier. 
Routinely fine-very fine throughout and a nice clean collection 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $500.00  

46 � Norway nice used collection of issues from 1854 to 1950's 
housed in a springback album.  Nice looking cancels on earlier 
and good selection of semi-postal's. Generally fine-very fine and 
catalogues $750. Inspect Est. Realization ................... $150.00  

47 � Poland mostly all used collection os issues from 1919 through 
1979 assembled in a springback album. Well filled with hundreds 
of sets, souvenir sheets with regular, semi-postal, air mail and 
other back-of-the-book issues. Routinely fine-very fine 
throughout. Inspect Est. Realization ........................... $300.00  

48 �� Portugal outstanding mint and used collection of issues 1862 
through 1992 assembled in a spring back album. Includes used 
#12-16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 31, 32, 46, 52-56, 65-78, 81-85, 88, 89, 
93, 95, 97-109, 110-131, 156-168, 185-192, 193-198, 199-206, 
299-314, 346-376, 377-397, 397A-397K, 398-421, 422-436, 437-
452, 490-95, 496, 497-519, 528-533, 534-539, C4, C9, C10, and 
much more with the later issues being mint. As will be seen there 
is a high degree of completeness and the catalogue will be quite 
high. Additionally there is a useful range of cancels with 
numerals and towns. Routinely fine-very fine throughout and 
could hold surprises for the specialist and general collector. Plan 
time for a good review Est. Realization ...................... $750.00  

49 �� Romania accumulation of various mint and used issues housed in 
a stock book, an old tin box, and a "letterhead" box. Thousands of 
stamps with never hinged material to be found. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

50 �� Russia a mint and used collection of issues from early through 
the 1970's housed in a pair of spring back albums. Well filled 
with thousands of stamps, sets, and souvenir sheets. We note 
better earlier issues, Air Mails and much more. A close look will 
be rewarded! Est. Realization ..................................... $200.00  

51 � Scandinavia and Area used selection assembled on album 
leaves, stock pages, and an old approval book. Good Norway, 
Sweden on Minkus pages, selection of Iceland on card. Plenty of 
use throughout, a few faults but generally fine-very fine. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $100.00  

52 �� South America a mint and used selection of issues housed 
in 7 retired APS sales circuit books. Plenty of useful 
material remaining like used Brazil #81(cat. $110). Generally 
fine-very fine. Scott 2004 catalogue value $1,227.40. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $250.00  

53 �� Southeast Asia a mint and used collection of issues on 
album leaves housed in a springback album. Good 
selections of Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, and Viet Nam with 
hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets. Fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $200.00  

54 �� Spain a mint and used selection of mainly earlier issues housed 
in dealer sales cards. Includes #69, 94, 212, 214, 216, 218-19, 
222-230, 232-239, 406-14, 426-29, 431-32, and other useful. 
Generally fine-very fine. Inspect ................................ $931.00      

Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and PayPal 
welcomed for all your purchases. Simply 
complete the appropriate areas on your bid sheet 
before mailing. If using PayPal you must include 
your email address. 
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55 �� Spain lovely mint and used collection of issues from 

1850 through 1992 housed in a spring back album. Includes used 
#1 (2), 6, 38, 39, 43, and a wide range of other Queen Isabella 
issues through 1870. The issues continue with Kingdom and 
First Republic showing a useful range of King Alfonso material. 
The Goya set is present, mint along with the 1930 Columbus 
issue. From there the collection is well filled with hundreds 
of sets and souvenir sheets containing regular, semi-postal, 
air mail, and other back-of-the-book issues. Routinely fine-very 
fine throughout. Additionally, the earlier material will 
likely hold interest for the specialist  collector of this country as 
many numeral and town cancels will be found. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $500.00  

56 �� Spain a mint and used (mostly mint) collection of issues from 
1930 through the 1980's housed in a pair of albums. The first, a 
Minkus album with issues to 1974 is loaded with sets and the 
only used stamps are 7 on the first page. Second volume is a 
Davo hingless album with all mint issues from 1980 through 
1995 with sets and souvenir sheets. In total hundreds of stamps 
mostly in sets as issued and routinely very fine throughout and 
much never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization ..............  $300.00  

57 �� Spain a mint and used selection of issues from #75 through 2184, 
plus semi-postal, air mail and other back-of-the-book issues. 
Contains hundreds of stamps and loaded with sets and singles, as 
issued. Didn’t see anything with a super-high catalogue value 
(other than a likely reprint of #X1) but filled with collectable 
material. Fine-very fine and much never hinged. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $100.00  

58 �� Sweden a stellar mint and used collection running from early to 
modern housed in a spring back album. Full of useful material 
including used #2, 6-12, 13-14, 16, 17-27, 28-38, 50-51, 52-65, 
66, 139-143, C1-3, J12-22, O12-25, O26-27. The mint is equally 
well represented with hundreds of sets and intact booklets up to 
1992. Additionally there is a great range of cancels on the earlier 
issues. A nice clean collection that is fine-very fine throughout 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $800.00  

59 �� Switzerland a lovely mostly used collection assembled on album 
leaves. Hundreds of stamps and loaded with better items like used 
#33, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41-50, 52-59, 61-62, 69-76, 88b, 98-102, 
105-111, 124a (??), 126-145, 153-163, 167-180, 181-185, 238-
241, 247-255, 256-267, and more. The semi-postals begin at #B1 
and look like a complete run through 1965, useful Air Mails with 
#C3-4, C9-10, C12, etc. This is a nice clean collection and 
routinely fine-very fine throughout and a good specialist selection 
in the earlier with shades, cancels, perf. varieties, etc. Inspect! 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $750.00  

60 � Switzerland all used selection of issues assembled on stock 
pages. Mainly 20th centrury issues with over 1,000 items. 
Some modest duplication and generally fine-very fine. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $50.00  

61 �� United Nations all mint accumulation/stock of issues from 1951 
through the 1980's in sheets, blocks, singles, etc. Wide range of 
material with flag sheets and other useful. High face value. Very 
fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization.....................  $100.00  

62 �� United Nations all mint collection from 1951 to 1987 housed in 
a Safe hingeless album. Virtually complete for the period (ex 
#38). Very fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization ...  $100.00  

63 � United Nations accumulation of over 500 First Day 
Covers 1951-1981and appears complete except for #38. Includes 
a variety of cachets with Colorana Silks, singles, sets, 
plate blocks, etc. Cacheted and unaddressed, fine-very fine. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $75.00  

64 � United States collection of issues from the first 100 years, 1857-
1957 assembled on Scott album pages. Starts with #32, 63, 64, 
67, 68, 72, useful Bank Note and Bureau issues, Columbians to 
10¢, good Washington-Franklins, range of worthwhile Revenues 
plus Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico, and United Nations. A few 
scattered faults but a close review will be rewarded. Catalogue 
value in excess of .......................................................  $2,500.00  

65 � United States all used collection of issues 1857 to 1975 housed 
in a "Capitol" album and appears complete from 1935 on. Filled 
with useful material like shades of 3¢ Washingtons, Bureau and 
Banknotes, 8¢, 50¢ Columbians, Washington-Franklins, back-of-
the-book with Revenues, cut-squares, plus Canal Zone and 
Philippines. Nice collection. Inspect Est. Realization  $400.00    

Please Mail Your Bid Sheet Early 
 

 
66 �� United States miscellaneous selection of issues mainly 

pre-WWII era. Includes useful like #555, 600 strip of four, 614-
16, RW54, and more. Fine-very fine and much is never hinged. 
..................................................................................... $371.70  

67 �� United States a five volume mint and used collection running 
from early to modern. Looks fairly sparce in earlier though did 
see a nice selection of back-of-the-book material. Two volumes 
contain mint plate blocks with a high face count throughout. This 
is a great lot to sort through and well worth the time for a close 
review Est. Realization ............................................... $250.00  

68 �� United States accumulation of mainly modern issues in 
sheets, large multiples, etc. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face 
$294 Est. Realization .................................................. $200.00  

69 � United States the "ultimate" used accumulation filling a box. 
Contains thousands of coils including strips of eight, line coils, 
singles, coils on covers, over 100 precanceled stamps, 49 covers 
with precancels, selection of blocks of four, some oddities, and a 
stock card of higher value earlier ($750+). Interesting group. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $200.00  

70 � United States selection of over 200 covers from 1930's to 1960's. 
Mostly earlier and cacheted with special events, First Days, etc. 
Includes some 1934 National Parks, 1938 Prexies, 1940 Famous 
Americans, and much more. Nice clean group, fine-very fine. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $200.00  

71 � United States accumulation of 75 cacheted FAM flight 
covers, 12 are pilot signed. Interesting group of destinations 
including domestic and international. Fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

72 � United States huge used accumulation of issues housed in stock 
pages or assembled on album leaves. At one time this was several 
collections. Begins with Banknotes and goes to about 1969 and 
there's lots of useful throughout like Prexies in coil line pairs, etc. 
Needs a good review and sort since it has been "re-arranged" over 
the years. Also a scattering of United Nations will be found. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $150.00  

73 �� United States a mint and used selection of issues housed in 9 
retired APS sales circuit books. Plenty of useful material remains, 
mostly pre-1950  and generally fine-very fine. Scott 2005 
catalogue value $910.90 Est. Realization.................... $100.00  

74 � United States accumulation of 200 post cards, dates from 
1910 to 1940, mainly fine, some with minor creases and/or 
corner bends. A few with stamps missing. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $100.00  

75 � United States accumulation of about 800 First Day Covers from 
the 1940's through the 1960's. Mainly uncacheted with official 
cancels, addressed. Fine-very fine Est. Realization..... $100.00  

76 � United States accumulation of 25 early covers and postal 
stationery. Includes 1861 1¢ blue Washington strip of three (flty) 
New York to Maine, 1893 8¢ Columbian on 2¢ postal envelope 
paying registration rate, plus other useful. Some mixed condition 
but much is very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ........... $100.00  

77 � United States an all used selection of issues, all pre-1950 housed 
in a box. There's plenty of useful material here with better values 
to $1, imperforates, coils, etc. Worth the time for a good review 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

78 � United States all mint collection 1938 through 1976 assembled 
on album leaves. Includes Prexies to 22¢, $1, range of 
commemoratives with "face," etc. Fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

79 � United States accumulation of 39 covers from the 1930's. Mostly 
commemorative cachets celebrating Air Shows, Air Port 
Dedications, Commemorative Flights, etc. Nice clean group, fine-
very fine. Inspect Est. Realization............................... $60.00  

80 � United States unusual lot of 120 various postal forms 
(duplicated) circa WWI era. Most having to do with International 
Exchange, Advice of Money Orders, etc. Research on these 
could prove rewarding! First we have ever seen. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

81 � United States a selection of 7 Zeppelin covers, three are 
Lakehurst-Frankfurt May 11, 1936 return flights with Hindenburg 
cachet on reverse and four are 1934-35 USS Macon. Nice group, 
very fine Est. Realization ............................................ $50.00  

82 �� United States accumulation in 3 volume set of White Ace 
albums, old Lincoln album, etc. Some "face" material and other 
useful. Inspect Floor Sale Only................................... Offer  

83 � United States carton of on-paper mixture. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer 
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84 � United States carton of on-paper mixture. 

Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  
85 �� United States collection of mint and used issues housed in 5 

three ring binders and a pair of stock books, Much of use. Inspect 
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  

86 � United States carton of mainly modern issues from singles to full 
sheets housed in envelopes, stock books, old approval books, etc. 
Some earlier spotted as well. Plenty of good stuff here. Inspect 
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  

87 � Western Europe and Scandinavia dealer's all mint stock of 
issues from Luxembourg, Switzerland, Vatican City, plus 
Scandinavian countries assembled on sales pages. Includes plenty 
of variety with complete sets and souvenir sheets. Routinely very 
fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged .................  $900.55  

88 �� Worldwide dealer's stock selection of sets and souvenir sheets 
from "A-N"  countries. Looks like issues from the past 20 years. 
Contains hundreds of items with a tremendous amount of variety. 
Very fine mint, never hinged. Inspect .........................  $3,607.00  

89 �� Worldwide dealer's stock selection of sets and souvenir sheets 
from "A-Z"  countries. Looks like issues chiefly from the past 20 
years. Contains hundreds of items with a tremendous amount of 
variety. Very fine mint, never hinged. Inspect ............  $3,180.90  

90 �� Worldwide dealer's mint and used stock of "A-B" countries 
housed in 102 sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of 
issues present with plenty of useful material. Includes Andorra, 
Antigua, Australia, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, and more, 
Very fine and the mint lightly hinged and never hinged. Inspect. 
....................................................................................  $2,773.30  

91 � Worldwide dealer's mint and used stock of "F-G" countries 
housed in 102 sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of 
issues present with plenty of useful material. Includes Falkland 
Islands, Faroe, Fiji, Finland, France and Colonies, Germany, 
Gilbert, Greece, and more, Very fine and the mint lightly hinged 
and never hinged. Inspect ...........................................  $2,742.50  

92 �� Worldwide dealer's mint and used stock of "B-E" countries 
housed in 102 sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of 
issues present with plenty of useful material. Includes British 
Antarctic, Cambodia, Coco, Cook, Cuba, Cyprus, Denmark, 
Dominica, Egypt, and much more, Very fine and the mint lightly 
hinged and never hinged. Inspect ...............................  $2,667.45  

93 �� Worldwide dealer's mint and used stock of "P-S" countries 
housed in 102 sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of 
issues present with plenty of useful material. Includes Portugal, 
Russia, the Saints, Seychelles, Solomon, South Africa and Area, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and more, Very fine and the mint lightly 
hinged and never hinged. Inspect ...............................  $2,529.25  

94 �� Worldwide dealer's mint and used stock of "H-J" countries 
housed in 102 sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of 
issues present with plenty of useful material. Includes Hong 
Kong, Iceland, Ireland, Isle of Man, Israel, Jamaica, Japan, and 
more. Very fine and the mint lightly hinged and never hinged. 
Inspect ........................................................................  $2,528.80  

95 �� Worldwide dealer's mint and used stock of "L-N" countries 
housed in 102 sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of 
issues present with plenty of useful material. Includes 
Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Nauru, Netherlands, Nevis, New 
Zealand, and more, Very fine and the mint lightly hinged and 
never hinged. Inspect .................................................  $2,456.75  

96 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of topical issues relating to 
Ships housed in sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets from "A-Z" countries. Includes plenty of depth 
and lots of variety. Very fine mint, never hinged. Priced and ready 
to sell ..........................................................................  $2,269.53  

97 � Worldwide dealer's mint stock of "G" countries housed in 102 
sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of issues present 
with plenty of useful material. Particular strength in Guernsey 
from #9/J27 plus Alderney. Also include Grenada, etc. Very fine 
mint (the odd used may be found) lightly hinged and never 
hinged. Inspect ...........................................................  $2,138.35  

98 �� Worldwide dealer's mint and used stock of "T-V" countries 
housed in 102 sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of 
issues present with plenty of useful material. Includes Tokelau, 
Tristan, Tuvalu, United Nations, Vatican, Viet Nam, Virgin 
Islands, and more, Very fine and the mint lightly hinged and 
never hinged. Inspect .................................................  $2,118.80  

 
99 �� Worldwide dealer's mint and used stock of "N-P" countries 

housed in 102 sales cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of 
issues present with plenty of useful material. Includes New 
Zealand, Nigeria, Norfolk, Norway, PNG, Peru, Pitcairn, Poland, 
and more, Very fine and the mint lightly hinged and never hinged. 
Inspect ........................................................................ $1,989.55  

100 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of topical issues relating to 
Birds housed in sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets from "A-Z" countries. Very fine mint, never 
hinged. Priced and ready to sell .................................. $1,937.05  

101 � Worldwide dealer's stock of "J-L" countries housed in 102 sales 
cards filling a red box. There's hundreds of issues present with 
particular strength in Jersey from #4/1246 but also includes 
useful Kiribati, Kenya, Laos, and Liechtenstein. Very fine mint 
(the odd used may be found), lightly hinged and never hinged. 
Inspect ........................................................................ $1,828.55  

102 �� Worldwide all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir sheets 
from "A-K" countries, mostly from the past 20 years with good 
variety and strong topical appeal. Includes Austria, Bulgaria, 
C.A.R., China, Cuba, France, Japan, and South Korea. Very fine 
mint, never hinged ...................................................... $1,467.00  

103 �� Worldwide all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir sheets 
from "L-P" countries, mostly from the past 20 years with good 
variety and strong topical appeal. Includes Liberia, Macao, 
Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Monaco, Mongolia, Netherlands, 
Netherlands Antilles, and Palau. Very fine mint, never hinged. 
..................................................................................... $1,453.39  

104 �� Worldwide carton accumulation of various collections assembled 
on album leaves, in stock books, envelopes, etc. Quite an 
interesting group with a couple of "old-timers" likely full of 
surprises. Well worth the time for a close look ........... $1,397.95  

105 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of topical issues relating to 
Trains housed in sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets from "A-Z" countries. Includes plenty of depth 
and lots of variety. Very fine mint, never hinged. Priced and ready 
to sell .......................................................................... $1,396.10  

106 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of topical issues relating to 
Transportation housed in sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets 
and souvenir sheets from "A-Z" countries for Cars, Planes and 
Space. Includes plenty of depth and lots of variety. Very fine 
mint, never hinged. Priced and ready to sell ............... $1,067.50  

107 �� Worldwide accumulation of various country collections and 
accumulations filling a carton. Includes  German Occupation of 
Ukraine ($107), Guinea ($246),  Israel ($129), Italy and Colonies 
($400), and much more. Much useful to be found for those with 
the patience to look closely ......................................... $1,024.00  

108 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of topical issues relating to 
Animals housed in sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets from "A-Z" countries. Includes Cats, Dinousars, 
Dogs, Horses, etc., etc. Very fine mint, never hinged. Priced and 
ready to sell ................................................................. $957.60  

109 �� Worldwide useful mint and used selection of better items with 
mint Netherlands #B54-57, Norway #24c, 25, 101-3, 177-80, 
C1a, C2, Siam #117-18, Suriname #B49-52, United States #1030-
1053, West Irian #1a-19a, used French Colonies #1-6, Russia #5-
6, 532, Switzerland #C15, and more. Generally fine-very fine. 
Nice lot! ...................................................................... $931.70  

110 � Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of issues from French 
Colonies, Germany, and Japan housed on sales pages. Wide range 
of material with plenty of variety and hundreds of items in total. 
Just a few of the earlier issues are used otherwise very fine mint, 
lightly hinged or never hinged .................................... $811.30  

111 � Worldwide accumulation of sets and singles housed in dealer 
102 sales cards or stock cards. Most useful are British 
Commonwealth Omnibus sets including KGVI Coronation, 
Peace, Red Cross, Freedom From Hunger, Shakespeare, etc., 
along with some sets from "W-Z" countries and a small selection 
of 1961 Europa issues. Generally very fine mint (the odd used 
may be found), never hinged and lightly hinged ......... $740.10  

112 � Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of issues relating to the topic 
of Flowers housed in a counter sales book. Filled with plenty of 
sets and souvenir sheets and routinely very fine mint, lightly 
hinged and never hinged. Inspect ................................ $717.80  
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113 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of topical issues relating to 

Maps, Medicine, Mushrooms,  Music, Paintings, and Scouts 
housed in sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets and souvenir 
sheets from "A-Z" countries. Includes plenty of depth and lots of 
variety. Very fine mint, never hinged. Priced and ready to sell. 
....................................................................................  $694.40  

114 � Worldwide dealer's mint stock of issues mainly from the 
Balkans, Baltic, or European area. Saw useful Belgium, France, 
post-Soviet influence issues from the other areas and full of sets. 
Very fine and lightly hinged or never hinged. Inspect  $685.70  

115 �� Worldwide dealer's mint stock of Disney topical issues with 46 
sets and 33 souvenir sheets, mostly different  assembled on sales 
pages. The usual strength in British Commonwealth area. Very 
fine mint, never hinged ..............................................  $623.30  

116 �� Worldwide accumulation of issues housed in dealer 102 sales 
cards. Mostly Western European countries or Colonies. Includes 
mint Cambodia #C1-9, Cameroun #C38-40, Eritrea #376A-C, 
France #B97-100, German East Africa #N120, Somalia #C20, 
used France #54, Germany #21, 64, 9N80, Switzerland #305 (flt). 
Fine-very fine and the mint are lightly hinged ...........  $573.00  

117 �� Worldwide selection of Olympics and Sports topicals assembled 
on dealer sales pages. Contains 52 sets and 42 souvenir sheets. 
Very fine mint, never hinged ......................................  $507.75  

118 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of issues relating to British 
Africa, Marshal Islands, Palau, and United Nations housed in 
sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets and souvenir sheets. 
Includes plenty of depth and lots of variety. Very fine mint, never 
hinged. Priced and ready to sell .................................  $499.80  

119 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of topical issues relating to 
Christmas, Fish, Minerals, Pope, Shells, and Sports housed in 
sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets and souvenir sheets from 
"A-Z" countries. Includes plenty of depth and lots of variety. Very 
fine mint, never hinged. Priced and ready to sell .......  $476.90  

120 �� Worldwide a mint and used collection of "A-B" countries housed 
in a springback album. Well filled with thousands of stamps. Note 
useful Algeria, Angola, Argentina, Austria with regular and semi-
postal issue sets, Bavaria, Belgian Congo, and Belgium with both 
regular and semi-postal issues from early to modern. A nice clean 
collection with mostly used issues and a true "collector's 
collection!" Inspect Est. Realization...........................  $400.00  

121 �� Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from "I-P" 
countries housed in a springback album. Well filled with 
thousands of stamps. Contains useful India, Iraq, Ireland, Japan, 
Jugoslavia, Korea, Monaco, Mozambique, Nicaragua, Niger, 
Pakistan, Persia, Philippines, and much more. Worth the time for 
a close review Est. Realization ...................................  $400.00  

122 �� Worldwide a mint and used collection of "R-Z" countries housed 
in a springback album. Well filled with thousands of stamps. Note 
useful Romania, Ruanda-Urundi, Saar, Salvador, San Marino, 
Turkey, Vatican, Venezuela, and more. Nice and clean, fine-very 
fine throughout. Inspect Est. Realization....................  $400.00  

123 �� Worldwide accumulation/stock of 107 souvenir sheets assembled 
on dealer sales pages, majority are British Commonwealth area. 
Very fine mint, never hinged ......................................  $391.35  

124 �� Worldwide dealer's all mint stock of topical issues in sets and 
souvenir sheets relating to Butterflies and World Wildlife Fund. 
Contains 50 sets and 6 souvenir sheets, mostly different. Very 
fine mint, never hinged ..............................................  $372.30  

125 �� Worldwide mint collection of "A" countries assembled on stock 
pages. Runs from Afghanistan to Armenia with mostly complete 
sets and souvenir sheets, both perforate and imperforate. 
Routinely very fine mint and mostly never hinged ....  $346.90  

126 �� Worldwide interesting selection of sheets or souvenir sheets with 
Japan #1071 (x 2 sheets), 1481-84 (x 4 sheets), Poland #B29, 
Switzerland #428, B131, B144. Very fine mint, never hinged or 
lightly hinged .............................................................  $332.00  

127 �� Worldwide collection of 1963 Freedom From Hunger Omnibus 
and other issues with sets and souvenir sheets assembled on 
White Ace pages and stock pages. Looks like seven British 
Commonwealth countries missing to complete a world set of 
these popular issues. All mint, very fine, never hinged $305.00  

128 �� Worldwide collection of "C-F" countries housed in an old Scott 
International album.  Likely several thousand stamps with useful 
Carinthia, Chile, China, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, 
Danzig, Denmark, Dutch Indies, etc. Nice looking range of 
earlies with cancels. A close review will uncover any "hidden 
gems!" Est. Realization ..............................................  $300.00  

 
129 �� Worldwide collection of "F-I" countries housed in an old 

Scott International album. Contains several thousand stamps 
with useful French Colonial, Germany (including DDR, 
Occupations, some Colonial), Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, 
Iceland , etc. A close review will uncover any "hidden gems!" 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $300.00  

130 �� Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from "B-C" 
countries. Well filled with thousands of stamps including useful 
Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Chile, China, Columbia, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, etc. Routinely fine-very fine throughout and worth a close 
review Est. Realization ............................................... $300.00  

131 �� Worldwide collection of "N-S" countries housed in an old 
Scott International album.  Likely a few thousand stamps with 
useful Nicaragua, Norway, Persia, Peru, Poland,  Portugal, 
Romania, Russia, etc. A close review will uncover any "hidden 
gems!" Est. Realization ............................................... $250.00  

132 �� Worldwide collection of "S-Z" countries housed in an old 
Scott International album.  Likely a few thousand stamps with 
useful Salvador, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Turkey, etc. A close review will uncover any "hidden gems!" 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $250.00  

133 �� Worldwide collection of "I-N" countries housed in an old Scott 
International album.  Likely a few thousand stamps with useful 
Italy, Japan, Jugoslavia, Mexico, Montenegro, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, etc. A close review will uncover any "hidden gems!" 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $250.00  

134 �� Worldwide collection of "A-B" countries housed in an old Scott 
International album.  Likely a few thousand stamps with useful 
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bavaria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, 
etc. A close review will uncover any "hidden gems!" 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $250.00  

135 �� Worldwide dealer's mint stock of 53 intact booklets housed in a 
counter sales book. Note useful Australia, Denmark, Falkland 
Islands, Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, and Palau. Very fine mint, 
never hinged. Inspect .................................................. $239.55  

136 � Worldwide a dealer's stock of commemorative and/or topical 
covers and post cards. Wide range of material with almost 
everything issued within the past 20 years or so. Very fine. Retail 
priced at $1,196.55. Inspect Est. Realization .............. $200.00  

137 �� Worldwide accumulation of several hundred souvenir sheets and 
the odd set scattered about all assembled on black Hagner stock 
pages and housed in five three ring binders. A good variety of 
material and we did not see any duplication to speak of. Note 
range of good British Commonwealth. Routinely very fine 
throughout and full of material that retails in the $5 and up range. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $200.00  

138 �� Worldwide interesting mint and used accumulation housed in 
four stock books and a pair of larger envelopes. Includes good 
selection of British Commonwealth material in three of the stock 
books, South Africa on stock card sheets, one stock book of 
various world issues and the last envelope full of mintnever 
hinged Romania. An usual and varied grouping worth the time for 
a close look Est. Realization ....................................... $200.00  

139 �� Worldwide old-time collection of mint and used assembled in a 
Simplex album. Good range of European area, British Europe, 
etc. Lots of useful material and looks like nothing after 1950. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $200.00  

140 ��
� 

Worldwide accumulation of 125+ mini-sheets, souvenir sheets, 
or other large multiples plus sets housed in two volumes. Plenty 
of useful material with much individual catalogue in excess of 
$10.  Third volume contains souvenir sheets, singles, covers from 
Netherlands. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization . $200.00  

141 �� Worldwide a mint and used accumulation/stock assembled on 
stock cards, in glassines, etc. Loaded with sets and good singles 
with plenty of better throughout plus plenty of topical appeal. 
Fine-very fine and a great lot for a dealer to break down for resale 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

142 � Worldwide accumulation of over 100 covers selected for 
interest. Includes First Flights, Rocket Mail, Tin Can postal 
stationery, First Days with better like Great Britain 1937 
Coronation covers including Dick Merrill flown cover, 1940 
Centenary of Postage Stamp issue, and more. An interesting 
group. Inspect Est. Realization.................................... $150.00         

Avoid disappointment – mail your bid sheet early! 
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143 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands of stamps, all off paper. 

Owner says he spent a few years tearing stamps out of old 
collections and throwing them in the box. We spotted a great 
looking Great Britain #174 (cat. $310) so could be anything here. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $150.00  

144 �� Worldwide accumulation of over 150 intact booklets. The 
Channel Islands are represented with 70 booklets and the balance 
of the world, including Canada, with 85 booklets. There's good 
variety and tremendous value present. Very fine mint, never 
hinged. Inspect Est. Realization .................................  $150.00  

145 � Worldwide dealer's accumulation of a few hundred 
commemorative, First Day, or topical covers or post cards. Good 
variety and at a retail price of $1.25 each the total over $475. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $150.00  

146 � Worldwide a used accumulation of over 1,300 stamps housed in 
9 retired sales circuit books (from a European source). Plenty of 
useful material with good Germany, France, Greece, Ireland, 
Italy, Portugal, Spain, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc. Generally 
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......................  $150.00  

147 �� Worldwide a mint and used collection of "G-S" countries housed 
in a springback album. Includes German Democratice Republic, 
Guadeloupe, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, Hondura, Palau, and St. 
Pierre and Miquelon. Well filled with hundreds of sets, singles, 
etc. Worth the time for a close look Est. Realization ..  $150.00  

148 �� Worldwide mostly mint selection of singles and sets housed in 
glassine envelopes. Mostly issues from the past 30 years with a 
wide range of material. Saw useful Scandinavian with Sweden 
booklets, etc. Most appear to be bought as new issues. Very fine 
and mostly never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization .....  $100.00  

149 �� Worldwide selection of France, French Colonies, Greece, 
Netherlands and Colonies housed in 4 retired APS sales circuit 
books. Lots of useful remaining and fine-very fine. Scott 2004 
catalogue value $516.22 Est. Realization ...................  $100.00  

150 � Worldwide all mint collection of Disney issues with sets (36) 
and souvenir sheets (22) housed in a commemorative album with 
slipcase and a stock book. The usual range of useful material. 
Very fine mint, never hinged or lightly hinged ...........  $100.00  

151 � Worldwide accumulation of covers with QE 1978 Coronation 
Anniversary collection in commemorative album. Great Britain 
FDC's (59), 48 sets PHQ cards, and a collection of Russian 
FDC's. Good group. Inspect Est. Realization .............  $100.00  

152 �� Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation of issues housed in 
stock books, etc. Contains Post Office collector packs from Great 
Britain and Sweden, various issues with sets and singles housed 
in various stock books, a selection of U.S.A. "face" material, etc. 
Full of useful material with a few used scattered throughout, the 
mint are mostly never hinged. A close review may uncover some 
surprises. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................  $100.00  

153 �� Worldwide accumulation of thousands of stamps housed in stock 
books, stock and album pages, etc. There's tremendous variety 
and value present as a good review will show. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $100.00  

154 � Worldwide accumulation of issues from "A-Z" countries 
housed in eight stock books. Well filled with thousands of 
stamps, we note useful early Great Britian and United States to 
mention a few.  Some scattered faults as to be expected with this 
many stamps but overall appears fine-very fine. 
Could be some "sleepers" so a good look may be rewarded. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $100.00  

155 � Worldwide accumulation of 200 post cards, mostly European 
with dates from 1910 to 1950, mainly fine, some with minor 
creases and/or corner bends. A few with stamps missing. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $100.00  

156 �� Worldwide accumulation of mint and used issues, mostly sets 
mounted on 750 approval pages with values up to $9. No more 
than 2 of each and all are topical in nature. Very fine and 
catalogue will be in excess of $1,000 Est. Realization      $100.00  

157 �� Worldwide accumulation of European countries housed in a 
stock book. Well filled with hundreds of stamps and we note 
useful Czech and Polish overprints, German area issues and other 
useful. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ..........  $100.00  

158 �� Worldwide mostly used selection of thousands of stamps housed 
in an old biscuit tin. A quick look turned up some sets and better 
singles like used Great Britain #179. Inspect, who knows what 
else is here Est. Realization ........................................  $75.00  

 
159 �� Worldwide mint and used accumulation of issues from "A-V" 

countries housed in glassines. Useful material from Balkans, 
Baltics, Burundi, Rwanda, Philippines, Turkey, and Vatican. 
Generally fine-very fine and catalogue will likely be high. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

160 � Worldwide used collection of issues housed in an old-time Scott 
International album with pages 1901-1912. Likely about 1,500 
stamps and the album is in pretty good shape given it's age. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $75.00  

161 � Worldwide all used accumulation of likely over 25,000 stamps, 
off-paper housed in a very large tine box. Likely about 1kg in 
weight and who knows what will be found. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

162 �� Worldwide box full of miscellanous issues in approval books, 
dealer sales cards, etc. Quick check we spotted some better. 
Worth a look Est. Realization...................................... $75.00  

163 � Worldwide accumulation of over 450 covers, mostly from the 
past 60 years. Saw First Days, commercial mail, and other 
interesting. Inspect Est. Realization ............................ $75.00  

164 �� Worldwide a mint and used stock selection of complete sets 
housed in glassines and filling a box. There's a tremendous 
topical appeal here with issues from "A-U" countries and just a 
minimal amount of the sand dunes area. Note Birds, Flowers, 
Fish, Nature, etc., etc. Very fine and a great lot for the approval 
dealer or eBay reseller. Inspect Est. Realization ......... $75.00  

165 � Worldwide collection of issues mounted on album pages filling a 
box (6" high). Looks like a good variety, with hundreds, if not 
thousands of stamps. Needs a close look Est. Realization $75.00  

166 � Worldwide accumulation of over 200 used blocks of four. Filled 
with useful like Mexico Exporta $5 issue, etc. Generally very 
fine. Inspect Est. Realization....................................... $50.00  

167 �� Worldwide a mint and used accumulation of over 2,000 stamps 
housed in a stock book. Majority are issues from British 
Commonwealth countries and for the general collector a lot of 
blank spaces in the album can be filled with this one. Fine-very 
fine Est. Realization .................................................... $50.00  

168 �� Worldwide a mint and used accumulation of issues from 
1900 to modern sorted into envelopes or glassines with 
thousands of stamps and looks like mostly older. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

169�� Worldwide interesting and varied accumulation including 
Portugal and Colonies collections, cigar box with assortment of 
mainly modern used Japan and 43 covers all with souvenir sheets 
including the Liberia Dag Hammarskjold proof error on cover. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $50.00  

170 � Worldwide accumulation of issues from France and 
South Africa, all identifed and filed in envelopes filling 
a shoe box. There's likely thousands of stamps and a quick look 
showed some useful cancels on the earlier. Worth a look. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

171 � Worldwide all used accumulation of issues from early to modern 
and all off-paper, Thousands of stamps. Could be anything here - 
inspect! Est. Realization.............................................. $50.00  

172 � Worldwide old-time selection of issues (nothing after 1955) 
assembled in a pair of dilapidated albums. Saw useful Japan, 
Ceylon, New Zealand, Papua, etc. The cancel hound should have 
a "hay-day" with this. Close inspection sure to be rewarded. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

173 � Worldwide all used accumulation of issues from early to modern 
and all off-paper, Thousands of stamps. Could be anything here - 
inspect! Est. Realization.............................................. $50.00  

174 �� Worldwide mint and used accumulation of various countries 
housed in stock books, stock cards. Includes Czech, Russia, 
Rwanda, San Marino, Somalia, South Africa, Togo, Tunisia, 
Turkey, Ukraine, and Upper Volta. Thousands of stamps with 
much useful. Inspect Est. Realization ......................... $50.00  

175 � Worldwide accumulation of an on and off paper mixture 
weighing about 1.25 kg. Likely about 20,000 stamps and a quick 
review showed plenty of pre-1950 issues. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

176 � Worldwide accumulation of covers from various countries from 
early to modern. Note various rates, destinations, etc. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  
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177 �� Worldwide a mint and used accumulation of miscellaneous 

issues housed in five stock books. Looks like a wide range of 
material with good variety. A close inspection could pay 
dividends. Inspect! Est. Realization ...........................  $50.00  

178 � Worldwide accumulation of 100 Greeting and Humour post 
cards, dates from 1910 to 1940, mainly fine, some with minor 
creases and/or corner bends. A few with stamps missing. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $50.00  

179 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands, weighs one full pound 
and is completely unsorted and unchecked. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $45.00  

180 � Worldwide box of on-paper mixture (cut close), looks like early 
to modern, weight about 1.62 kg. Good mixture, could be 
anything. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................  $45.00  

181 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands, weighs one full pound 
and is completely unsorted and unchecked. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $45.00  

182 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands, weighs one full pound 
and is completely unsorted and unchecked. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $45.00  

183 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands, weighs one full pound 
and is completely unsorted and unchecked. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $45.00  

184 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands, weighs one full pound 
and is completely unsorted and unchecked. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $45.00  

185 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands, weighs one full pound 
and is completely unsorted and unchecked. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $45.00  

186 ��
� 

Worldwide small box full of mainly United States postal 
stationery but also note some Australia uncirculated coin sets, 
few world mint stamps, etc. Inspect Est. Realization .  $35.00  

187 � Worldwide box full of on-paper mixture, looks like a little 
better than "run-of-the-mill" with early to modern and lots of 
better higher value issues for their period. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $35.00  

188 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands with sets and singles 
housed in glassines, dealers sales cards, etc. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $35.00  

189 � Worldwide an old-time collection of European countries 
mounted on loose leaf pages. Saw lots of perfins, etc., with most 
issues being turn-of-the-century and nothing after 1951. Worth a 
review since there's likely some "goodies" lurking about. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $35.00  

190 � Worldwide box of on-paper mixture, looks like mostly pre-1960. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $30.00  

191�� Worldwide accumulation of stamps, covers, estate pickin's, etc. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $25.00  

192 � Worldwide Rainy Day Special, shoe box full of stuff 
to sort through. Who knows what will be found! 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $25.00  

193 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands, all off-paper filling a 
shoebox. Inspect Est. Realization ...............................  $25.00  

194 � Worldwide accumulation of likely thousands in a shoe box. 
Looks like issues from the 1930's through the 1970's. A real mish-
mash. Inspect Est. Realization....................................  $25.00  

195 � Worldwide shoebox full of mixture, mostly off paper with 
thousands of stamps. Inspect Est. Realization ............  $25.00  

196 � Worldwide an on-paper accumulation, 2 lb. 7 oz. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $25.00  

197 � Worldwide accumulation of likely several thousand stamps 
housed in glassines stuffed into a box. A quick look showed 
plenty of "golden-oldies." Inspect Est. Realization ....  $25.00  

198�� Worldwide carton full of collections and covers. Using the 
simple 20¢ each equation the catalogue value will be over 
$1,300. Inspect Floor Sale Only .................................  Offer  

199 � Worldwide carton full of stamps in boxes, empty dealer sales 
binders. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................................  Offer  

200 � Worldwide carton full of collection remainders. Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  

201 ��
� 

Worldwide carton full of stamps and covers on stock sheets, in  
boxes, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only ............................  Offer 

 
Please Note: Mail bids are not accepted on lots described as 
Floor Sale Only. You must be present to bid on lots so described. 

  

 
202 �� Worldwide "let me count the ways to store stamps." You could 

put them in biscuit tins, or file drawers (15), or file boxes (2), and 
many other ways. Here's a lot that has it all! Thousands of stamps 
all off paper with 70 used souvenir sheets, Denmark, classic 
Cuba, Czech, and much more. Who knows how many thousands 
of stamps there are. Inspect! Floor Sale Only ............. Offer  

203 �� Worldwide carton with stamps in boxes, on stock sheets, etc. 
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................. Offer  

204 ��
� 

Worldwide carton full of miscellaneous including a WWF 
collection of stamps and covers, selection of British 
Commonwealth QE Coronation issues, stock book of Great 
Britain, and an assortment of other stuff in glassines, etc. Inspect 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

205 � Worldwide carton full of collection remainders. Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

206 � Worldwide carton full of stamps in albums, boxes, envelopes, 
etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only........................................ Offer  

207 � Worldwide carton with bags of on-paper mixtures .... Offer 
 
208 � Worldwide carton with stamps in boxes and stock books. Inspect 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
209 � Worldwide carton full of on-paper mixture. Looks like lots of 

variety with useful Australia. Inspect Floor Sale Only        Offer  
210 � Worldwide carton full of stamps, mostly various mixtures. 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
211 � Worldwide accumulation of thousands stuffed into envelopes 

filling a carton. Take a good look, there could be anything here! 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

212 ��
� 

Worldwide carton full of miscellaneous stamps and covers. 
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................. Offer 

 
213 � Worldwide carton full of various old collections with plenty of 

"golden oldies." Inspect Floor Sale Only .................... Offer  
214 � Worldwide carton full of thousands of stamps all off-paper. 

Inspect, there could be anything here! Floor Sale Only Offer  
215 � Worldwide carton full of stamps in boxes and stock books. 

Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................. Offer  
216 � Worldwide carton of collection remainders. Inspect. 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
217 �� Worldwide carton with six shoe boxes full of stamps. Inspect 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
218 � Worldwide collection of post cards in 5 volumes. Inspect. 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
219 � Worldwide collection housed in three clean Master Global 

albums. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................................. Offer  
220 � Worldwide carton full of on-paper mixture, about 10 lb. Inspect 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
221 �� Worldwide collection of thousands of stamps in four large Senior 

Statesman albums. Inspect Floor Sale Only................ Offer  
222 � Worldwide carton full of stamps, on and off paper. Inspect! 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
223 � Worldwide large carton full of stamps and collector cards. 

Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................. Offer  
224 � Worldwide carton full of an "old-time" mixture plus shoebox full 

of dealer-made packets. Lots of good stuff in this one! Inspect 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

225 � Worldwide carton of covers, mostly commercial mail from 
Canada and the U.S.A. Floor Sale Only...................... Offer  

226 � Worldwide well packed carton with various collections, 
remainders, etc. Floor Sale Only................................. Offer  

227 �� Worldwide assortment of collections remnants. Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

228 � Worldwide carton full of various remainders. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

229 � Worldwide box of various remainders. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

230 � Worldwide carton with stamps in 13 albums or binders. Inspect 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

231�� Worldwide large plastic tub filled with miscellanous stamps and 
covers. Saw two volumes of post cards and other interesting. 
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................. Offer  

232 � Worldwide the ultimate junk box. Check before recycling! 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

233�� Worldwide carton of covers full of stamps. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
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234 �� Worldwide carton filled with various collections. Inspect. 

Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  
235 ��

� 

Worldwide carton crammed with odds 'n ends. Saw hundreds of 
Canada FDC's, Klusendorff cancels, U.S.A. cut squares, and 
more. Inspect Floor Sale Only....................................  Offer  

236 ��
� 

Worldwide consignment balance filling a carton. Includes partial 
new issue distributions, selection of Canadian with stamps and 
covers plus other useful. Inspect Floor Sale Only ......  Offer  

237 � Worldwide carton full of covers with many better 
including German Composers souvenir sheet. Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  

238 � Worldwide large carton full of various mixtures. Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  

239 � Worldwide carton with on-paper mixture. Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  

240 �� Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from "C-F" 
countries. Well filled with thousands of stamps including useful 
Czechoslovakia, Danzig, Ecuador, Egypt, French Colonies, etc. 
Routinely fine-very fine throughout and worth a close review. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $300.00 

WORLDWIDE STAMPS 

BELGIUM  
241 � #3-5, 1850 10c brown (2), 20c blue (2) and 1849 40c carmine 

rose, sound copies, fine used ......................................  $850.00 
BRAZIL  
242 � #525-526, 1941 5,000r blue Peixoto issue imperforate pair and 

10,000r rose red Alegre issue, a proof pair, both very fine. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $40.00 

CORFU  
243 � #N33, 1941 30d orange brown issue overprinted CORFU, very 

fine used .....................................................................  $85.00 
FINLAND  
244 � #C1, 1930 10m lilac gray issue overprinted Zeppelin 1930, 

pressed out light crease visible on reverse does not detract, very 
fine mint, lightly hinged .............................................  $125.00 

GERMANY  
245 � #667-68, 1949 Postage Stamp Centenary set, very fine used 

....................................................................................  $90.00  
246 � #B318-19, 1951 Philatelic Exposition set, very fine used $80.00 
 
247 � #C36, 1928 2m ultra tied to post card, the first transatlantic 

crossing Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst with blue "Mit Luftschiff 
LZ127 befordert" handstamp and New York October 16, 1928 
receiver. Very fine Est. Realization.............................  $50.00  

248 � #C36, 1928 2m ultra tied to post card, the first transatlantic 
crossing Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst with blue "Mit Luftschiff 
LZ127 befordert" handstamp and New York October 16, 1928 
receiver. Weak lower right corner otherwise very fine. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $50.00  

249 � #C47, C49, C57-58, 1934 10pf bright carmine, 
20pf dull blue and 1936 Hindenburg set tied to cover Eisenach 2 
May 36 to cover m/s Mit Luftshiff LZ 129 nach Nordamerika and 
red Deutsche Luftpost Europa-Nordamerika cachet. The 
usual perf toning on C57-58 stamps otherwise very fine. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $25.00  

250 � #C48, C57-58, 1934 15pf ultra pair and 1936 Hindenburg set tied 
to cover Stuttgart 6 May 36 to cover "Via Airship Hindenburg" 
handstamp and red Deutsche Luftpost Europa-Nordamerika 
cachet. The usual perf toning on C57-58 stamps otherwise very 
fine Est. Realization ...................................................  $25.00  

251 � #C48, C57-58, 1934 15pf ultra pair and 1936 Hindenburg set tied 
to cover Stuttgart 6 May 36 to cover "Via Airship Hindenburg" 
handstamp and red Deutsche Luftpost Europa-Nordamerika 
cachet. The usual perf toning on C57-58 stamps otherwise very 
fine Est. Realization ...................................................  $25.00  

252 � #C57-58, 1936 Hindenburg Air Mail set tied to post card Stuttgart 
6 May 36 to cover "Via Airship Hindenburg" handstamp and red 
Deutsche Luftpost Europa-Nordamerika cachet. The usual perf 
toning on stamps otherwise very fine Est. Realization        $25.00 

MOROCCO  
253 P two sets of trial colour proofs for unissued Fish and Wildlife 

series of stamps, 30 in each set. Very fine mint, ungummed as 
issued Est. Realization................................................  $40.00 

NETHERLANDS  
254 � #1, 3, 1852 5c blue and 15c orange, very fine used ...  $157.50 
 

 
255 � #226-243, 1940 surcharged definitive set complete, very fine 

mint, hinge remnants .................................................. $70.00  
256 �� #158/341, all mint duplicated selection of issues assembled on 

stock cards. Includes #341-343 and other useful. Fine-very fine 
mint, lightly hinged and never hinged. Inspect. 
..................................................................................... $454.30 

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON  
257 �� #229, 1938 25c Prussian blue overprinted issue, a lower right 

corner block of four, and a block of six, very fine mint, never 
hinged ......................................................................... $140.00 

SWITZERLAND  
258 � #293-305, 1945 PAX set complete, (80c is mint), very fine used 

..................................................................................... $816.00  
259 � #305, 1945 10fr rose violet PAX issue, very fine use with a 

socked-on-the-nose cancel .......................................... $125.00  
260 �� #1169-70, 2003 100c multicoloured issues, a selection of well 

over 300 copies all very fine mint, never hinged.  Catalogue value 
at minimum will be over $480. Great for postage and a bargain at 
the estimate. ................................................................ $200.00 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 

 COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS 
 
261 �� Alderney dealer's all mint stock of sets and souvenir sheets from 

#13/272 assembled on sales pages or cards housed in a counter 
book. Plenty of depth and variety and all priced and ready to sell. 
Very fine mint, never hinged ....................................... $718.75  

262 �� Antigua/Barbuda all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir 
sheets, mostly from the past 20 years with good variety and 
strong topical appeal. Very fine mint, never hinged .... $704.00  

263 �� Australia dealer's all mint stock of issues from #166/2054 
housed in sales sheets and cards. Loaded with sets and singles 
with plenty of depth and variety. Priced and ready to sell. Very 
fine mint, mostly never hinged ................................... $1,490.67  

264 �� Australia all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir sheets, 
mostly from the past 20 years with good variety and strong 
topical appeal. Very fine mint, never hinged ............... $721.50  

265 �� Australia a mint and used collection of issues from beginning to 
1993 housed in a spring back album. Filled with sets and 
souvenir sheets with useful Kangaroo and KGV issues including 
used #1-11, 17-18, 19-37, 38-42, 45-53, 66-76, 96-99, 142-144, 
147-149, 150-151, 166-179, 184-87, mint 95a, 152-154, 365-379, 
394-417, along with hundreds of other worthwhile issues, many 
of which are present both mint and used. Fine-very fine 
throughout, a nice clean collection Est. Realization.... $400.00  

266 �� Australia nice mint and used collection of issues from #1 
through recent assembled on album leaves and in a stock book. 
Useful early Roo's and KGV issues with used #2-6, 8, 11, 19-31, 
33-36, 38-40, 45-54, 96-99, 113-127, 141-151, 179 and much 
more. Few scattered flts but overall fine-very fine and worth the 
time for a close review Est. Realization ...................... $350.00  

267 �� Australia a mint and used collection of issues from 1993 to 200 
and would appear to be mostly complete for thed period with 
stamps, souvenir sheets, frammas, and the issues of AAT from the 
beginning. Contains 112 sets, 45 booklets, and 33 souvenir sheets 
along with a used selection of Australia States. Fine-very fine and 
the mint never hinged Est. Realization........................ $200.00  

268 �� Australia carton full of Post Office issued items with 
annual collections, collector packs, bicentennial collection, and 
more. All in complete sets, very fine mint, never hinged. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $65.00  

269 � Australia old-time accumulation (all pre-1953) of collector's 
duplicates assembled on album leaves. Likely several thousand 
stamps and should be a wealth of useful material for the cancel 
specialist. Inspect Est. Realization .............................. $50.00  

270 � Australia accumulation of modern issues on and off paper 
housed in a shoe box. Inspect Est. Realization............ $25.00  

271 � Australia and New Zealand carton full of on paper mixture, 
thousands. Inspect Floor Sale Only............................. Offer  

272 � Australia/New Zealand kiloware selection of mainly modern, 
about 500 gr Est. Realization ...................................... $25.00  

273 � Australian States used selection of issues housed in 4 
retired APS sales circuit books. Saw values up to $150. Appears 
fine-very fine. Scott 2006 catalogue value $598.10. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $100.00  
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274 � Bahamas dealer's mint stock (a very fine copy of #25 the only 

used stamp) of issues between #58/1075 assembled on sales 
pages or cards and housed in a counter book. Full of useful sets 
and souvenir sheets with better like #58-61, 116-129, 158-173, 
185-200, and more. Priced and ready to sell, very fine mint, 
lightly hinged and never hinged .................................  $640.35  

275 �� British Antarctic Territory/British Indian Ocean Territory all 
mint collection of issues from British Antarctic Territory with #1-
15, 16-19, 46a-59a, 51-59b, 62-148, British Indian Ocean 
Territory with #57-58, 63-89. All very fine mint, never hinged 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $200.00  

276 �� Bermuda a mint and used collection of mostly earlier between 
#1/91 on album leaves. Some flts, unused mainly w/o gum but 
several better including #1, 2, 15 and some better later issues. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $100.00  

277 �� British Africa accumulation of issues housed in dealer 102 sales 
cards. Includes mint Botswana #114-27, British East Africa #64, 
Basutoland #46-56, Gambia #66, Gold Coast #115-127, KUT 
#92-3, Lagos #4, 57, 58, Natal #30, Northern Nigeria #7, Sierra 
Leone #50-52 (2), SWA #363-66, Somaliland #128-139, O16, 
Swaziland #92-107, Tanganyika #7, used Orange River Colony 
#13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 50, Rhodesia #14, South Africa #28, 29, 40, 
Transvaal #265. Fine-very fine and the mint are lightly hinged 
and never hinged ........................................................  $1,669.15  

278 �� British Asia a selection of mint and used issues housed in three 
retired APS sales circuit books. Plenty of useful material left from 
Hong Kong, Malayan Area, Singapore, etc. Fine-very fine. 
Inspect ........................................................................  $593.40  

279 �� British Atlantic accumulation of issues housed in dealer 102 
sales cards. Includes mint BAT #16-19, Bermuda #322-28 (2), 
865, Falkland #107-19, 122-27, 485-500, 695-709 (2 ex. 702, 
704), South Georgia #109-123, used Bermuda #32-38. Fine-very 
fine and the mint are lightly hinged and never hinged  $556.85  

280 �� British Caribbean accumulation of issues housed in dealer 102 
sales cards. Includes mint Bahamas #230-44, Barbados #79, 80, 
89, 149, 150, 178, 179, Dominica #135-36, Jamaica #116-128, 
138-9, 594a, Trinidad #17, 33, 50-61, Turks Islands #19, Virgin 
Islands #490-508 (2), used Bahamas #37-40, MR11-13, Barbados 
#226-27, St. Vincent #88. Fine-very fine and the mint are lightly 
hinged or never hinged ...............................................  $1,346.30  

281 �� British Commonwealth dealer's stock selection of sets and 
souvenir sheets from "A-Z"  countries. Looks like issues chiefly 
from the past 20 years. Contains hundreds of items with a 
tremendous amount of variety. Very fine mint, never hinged. 
Inspect ........................................................................  $3,740.00  

282 �� British Commonwealth all mint accumulation of sets and 
souvenir sheets from "S-Z" countries, mostly from the past 20 
years with good variety and strong topical appeal. Includes Sierra 
Leone, South Africa, Tanzania, Turks and Caicos, Tuvalu, 
Uganda, Virgin Islands, and Zambia. Very fine mint, never hinged 
....................................................................................  $2,128.25  

283 �� British Commonwealth all mint accumulation of sets and 
souvenir sheets from "D-G" countries, mostly from the past 20 
years with good variety and strong topical appeal. Includes 
Dominica, Gambia, Ghana, Gibraltar, and Guyana. Very fine 
mint, never hinged .....................................................  $1,898.00  

284 � British Commonwealth all used miscellaneous accumulation 
housed in a stock book. Includes much useful including Australia 
#50-1, Great Britain #34 (2), 35, 174, 179 (2), 180 (2), 222 (2), 
Gold Coast #46, 64 and other useful. Generally fine-very fine. 
Inspect ........................................................................  $1,560.75  

285 �� British Commonwealth all mint accumulation of sets and 
souvenir sheets from "L-Q" countries, mostly from the past 20 
years with good variety and strong topical appeal. Includes 
Lesthoso, Maldives, Malta, Nevis, Niue, Papua New Guinea, and 
Qatar. Very fine mint, never hinged ...........................  $1,386.75  

286 �� British Commonwealth accumulation of issues housed in dealer 
102 sales cards. Includes mint British Guiana #29, 96187, BIOT 
#207-16, Christmas Island #327-42, Mauritius #251-65, 276-90, 
St. Helena #131, 140-52 (2), Seychelles #22-26, 126/148, used 
British Guiana #21, 27, 88A, British Honduras #20, Hong Kong 
#24, Seychelles #142, 144. Fine-very fine and the mint are lightly 
hinged and never hinged ............................................  $1,311.15     

Please mail your bid sheet early. In the case of tie 
bids, the first bid received wins the lot. And, fax 
bids always arrive sooner. 

   

 
287 �� British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of "C-V" 

countries housed in sales pages or cards. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets. Strong in British Caribbean with Caymans, 
Trinidad, the Saints, Virgins Islands, plus BAT, BIOT, Cook 
Islands and much more. Better will be found throughout like 
Cayman #135-149, 331-345, etc. Very fine mint, lightly hinged 
and never hinged ......................................................... $1,206.20  

288 �� British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of "G-N" 
countries housed in sales pages or cards. Includes Gilbert & 
Ellice, Kiribati, Maldives, Mauritius, Nauru, New Hebrides, 
Niue, and Norfolk. Loaded with sets and souvenir sheets. Very 
fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged ................. $872.25  

289 �� British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of "C-F" 
countries housed in sales pages or cards. Includes Cocos Islands, 
Falklands #94, 210-22,  260-74, Fiji, etc. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets. Very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged 
..................................................................................... $803.45  

290 �� British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of topical issues 
relating to Royalty housed in sales pages or cards. Loaded with 
sets and souvenir sheets commemorating Birthdays, Weddings, 
etc. Very fine mint, never hinged ................................ $789.36  

291 �� British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of "A-B" 
countries assembled on sales pages and cards. Contains plenty of 
useful sets and souvenir sheets including Barbados #235-47, 
Bermuda #255-271, 322-28, and much more with likely several 
hundred items in total. Very fine mint, lightly hinged and never 
hinged ......................................................................... $748.50  

292 �� British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of "P-S" 
countries housed in sales pages or cards. Includes PNG, Pitcairn, 
St. Helena, Samoa, and Seychelles. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets. Very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged 
..................................................................................... $740.95  

293 �� British Commonwealth accumulation/stock of QE 60th 
Birthday issues assembled on dealer sales sheets. Contains 
89 sets and 65 souvenirs sheets, all very fine mint, never hinged 
..................................................................................... $724.05  

294 �� British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of "S-T" 
countries housed in sales pages or cards. Includes Solomon 
Islands, South Georgia, Tokelau, Tristan Da Cunha, and Tuvalu. 
Loaded with sets and souvenir sheets. Very fine mint, lightly 
hinged and never hinged ............................................. $663.90  

295 �� British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of mainly 
Oceania issues assembled in 102 sales cards housed in a counter 
book. Includes useful Aitutaki, Ascension, AAT, and Vanuatu. 
Routinely very fine mint and mostly never hinged ..... $646.70  

296 �� British Commonwealth all mint accumulation of sets and 
souvenir sheets from "A-C" countries, mostly from the past 20 
years with good variety and strong topical appeal. Includes 
Ascension, Bahamas, Bahrain, B.I.O.T., Caymans, and Christmas 
Island. Very fine mint, never hinged ........................... $643.25  

297 �� British Commonwealth accumulation/stock of Royalty issues 
with various Wedding, Anniversary and other issues assembled 
on stock pages. Contains 120 sets and 145 souvenir sheets, all 
very fine mint, never hinged ....................................... $630.95  

298 �� British Commonwealth nice mint and used collection of 
issues from Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, and Ceylon. Well 
filled with thousands of stamps, sets, souvenir sheets, etc. 
Includes Bahamas used #27-30, 127, 158-173,  mint #41, 55, 88-
89, 92-95, 185-200, 204-218, 230-244, Barbados with useful used 
Britannia issues, used #67, 70-79, 87, 97, 98, 126, mint #178, 
179, 186-89, 210-11, 246, 267-80, Bermuda used #16-17, 49, 50, 
125, mint #23, 25, 31-39, 162, 175-191, 255-271, and much 
more. Routinely fine-very fine throughout and worth the time for 
a close review Est. Realization.................................... $500.00  

299 �� British Commonwealth nice mint and used collection of 
issues from Gibraltar, Jamaica, Malta, Papau New Guinea, 
Trinidad and Tobago. Well filled with thousands of stamps, sets, 
souvenir sheets, etc. Includes Gibraltar used #21, 37, 57, 96-99, 
117, mint #100-103, 121-22, 123-26, 161, 162-174, 241-272, 
340-355A, Jamaica used #1-12, 16-23, 27, 28-29, 75-83, 159-
174,  mint #138-149,  Malta used #9-13, 21-25, 27, 125, 184-87, 
Trinidad and Tobago used #34-41, 50-61, 64-65, 72-83, 89-102, 
mint #43-46, and much more. Routinely fine-very fine 
throughout and a nice clean collection worthy of a close review 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $500.00  
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300 �� British Commonwealth a mint and used selection of mainly 

Britannia issues with Barbados used #16, 24, 25, 33, Montserrat 
mint #1 (2), Nevis used #26, Trinidad mint #2, 48, 53, used #50, 
61. Few trivial faults otherwise fine-very fine. Inspect  $460.00  

301 �� British Commonwealth a selection of 22 sets and 11 souvenir 
sheets from the 1977 QE Silver Jubilee issue, very fine mint, 
never hinged ...............................................................  $440.00  

302 �� British Commonwealth a well filled mint and used collection of 
issues from "A-R" countries housed in a spring back album. 
Contains thousands of stamps with representation from 36 
different countries from all areas of the Commonwealth. Useful 
Aden, Antigua, Falklands with values to the £1, Malayan area, 
Rhodesia with KGV dual head issues, and others too numerous to 
mention. Routinely fine-very fine throughout and the catalogue 
value will be substantial. Inspect Est. Realization......  $400.00  

303 � British Commonwealth dealer's all mint stock of Omnibus 
issues contained in 102 sales cards and housed in a counter sales 
books. Starts with 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee issues, 1947 KGVI 
Wedding issues through to QE. Better like Southern Rhodesia 
#33-36, Ascension #53, Great Britain #268 (2), Offices #525-26, 
Pitcairn #13-16, and more. Very fine mint, lightly hinged and 
never hinged ...............................................................  $378.10  

304 �� British Commonwealth a mint and used collection of "S-Z" 
countries assembled on album leaves. Contains hundreds, if not 
thousands of stamps from QV through QE era with good 
representation from the Saints, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, 
Somaliland Protectorate, South Africa, SWA, South Georgia, 
Straits Settlements, Tristan Da Cunha, Turks and Caicos, Uganda, 
Virgin Islands, etc. Routinley fine-very fine and worth the time 
for a close review Est. Realization .............................  $300.00  

305 �� British Commonwealth collection of 1977 QE Silver Jubilee 
issues assembled in a White Ace commemorative album. Looks 
complete with sets, souvenir sheets and the odd booklet. Very 
fine mint, never hinged ..............................................  $253.40  

306 �� British Commonwealth a nice mint and used collection of issues 
from Australia, British Guiana, Cyprus, Guyana, and Singapore. 
Well filled with sets and singles and much of use throughout. 
Note early used with cancels, Cyprus used #13, 135 (2), 136-39, 
160-63, mint #2 (plate 217), 3 (plate 15), 229-231, Singapore 
with useful KGVI perforation varieties, and much more. Nice and 
clean, fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ............  $250.00  

307 �� British Commonwealth interesting collection of mint and used 
issues in sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and blocks of four 
assembled on album pages. Filled with variety and includes 
useful Bahamas, Cook Islands, Hong Kong, and much more. 
Routinely fine-very fine throughout and a careful review may 
find some hidden gems. Inspect Est. Realization .......  $250.00  

308 �� British Commonwealth small but useful selection with mint 
Jamaica booklet panes, Newfoundland #145-159 (ex 155, 158), 
268 full sheet with plate block, SWA #333-34, used Australia 
#O14. Also various b/w publicity photos of various issues 
including Canada 1898 Map stamp essay. Fine-very fine with the 
mint both never hinged and lightly hinged. Inspect ...  $216.30  

309 �� British Commonwealth a mint and used old-time accumulation 
all pre-1950, housed in three approval style books. Loaded with 
useful material like mint Falklands #15, 32-35, MR3, Gibraltar 
used #59 mint #84, St. Vincent mint #90-103, and a host of other 
useful. Fine-very fine. Inspect! Est. Realization.........  $200.00  

310 �� British Commonwealth interesting accumulation of various 
on album leaves or stock pages. Includes over 500 modern used 
Australia on stock pages, about 1,000 different Australia and 
Territories on leaves, stock book with early British African area 
good for cancels, selection of used Malaya and States, 
mint assortment of 38 sets from QEII Coronation Anniversary 
(inc. BAT), 1978 Coronation sheetlets (21), Papua on stock 
pages, Bahamas used group with #4, 42 (pen canceled) and other 
values to 5sh. Useful group and generally fine-very fine. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $150.00  

311 �� British Commonwealth mostly mint selection of issues from 
"A-Z" countries from the past 40 years with a good majority 
acquired as new issues. Great strength in Australia, Great Britain, 
New Zealand, etc. Very fine and majority are never hinged. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $100.00   

Do you have stamps for sale? We are always 
in need of clean intact collections, postal 
history, post cards, etc. Contact our office for 
further information. 

 

 
312 �� British Commonwealth accumulation of miscellaneous 

issues housed in a stock book and a commemorative album 
with slipcase. Stock book is mainly Great Britain and area from 
early to modern with sets, singles, etc. The album is an all 
mint never hinged collection of 1983 Commonwealth Day issues 
in complete sets. Well written up and displayed. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $100.00  

313 � British Commonwealth accumulation of hundreds of Private 
Perfins assembled on stock pages. Great selection from Canada 
and Great Britain but also includes issues from Australia, Ceylon, 
India, Ireland, Newfoundland, and Straits Settlements. Generally 
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ....................... $100.00  

314 � British Commonwealth box full of used from various countries 
in large packets all priced and ready to sell. Thousands of stamps 
and marked retail is $820. Inspect Est. Realization..... $100.00  

315 � British Commonwealth an old-time book of collector's 
duplicates primarily from the QV-KGV era and all older 
British Colonies. This is a treasure trove for the cancel collector 
as we note African Colonies, Australian States, etc. A few 
modern Australia, Hong Kong and New Zealand included. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $75.00  

316 � British Commonwealth selection of 12 covers including 
four unused Newfoundland postal stationery items. Mostly 
transatlantic uses with Falkland Islands, India, South Africa, 
Great Britain to Canada (inc. Book Post). Nice lot. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

317 � British Commonwealth all used estate accumulation of earlier 
issues in glassines filling a box. Thousands of stamps and mostly 
pre-1950 issues that the collector never got around to mounting 
into collection. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization $50.00  

318 �� British Commonwealth selection of 57 stamps all with 
SPECIMEN overprints. Mostly St. Vincent and Grenadines plus 
Tonga. Saw complete sets, etc. Very fine mint, never hinged. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $50.00  

319 � British Commonwealth 1953 QE Coronation set 
complete on Lindner hingless album pages, very fine used. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $45.00  

320 �� British Europe accumulation of issues housed in dealer 102 
sales cards. Includes mint Gibraltar #12, Guernsey #911 (3), 
Ireland #161-62, 290a-94a intact booklet, 561-62 (2), 658-59, 
1353-69, Jersey #7-21, 17-20, 933, and Malta #60. Very fine 
mint, lightly hinged and never hinged ........................ $605.35  

321 �� British Europe dealer's all mint stock of issues from Cyprus, 
Gibraltar, and Malta contained in 102 sales cards and housed in a 
counter sales book. Much useful with complete sets and souvenir 
sheets. Very fine mint and mostly all never hinged ..... $379.60  

322 �� British Pacific accumulation of issues housed in dealer 
102 sales cards. Includes mint Australia #397a intact booklet, 
1132-34 (2), Cook Islands #116-124, Norfolk #126-140, North 
West Pacific Islands #5, 36, used Australia #40, New Guinea 
#C43, New Zealand #53-55, 56 (2). Generally fine-very fine. 
Inspect ........................................................................ $648.75  

323 �� Channel Islands a mint and used collection (mostly mint) of 
issues from Guernsey and Jersey housed in a Gibbons album. 
There is a high degree of completeness through the year 
2000 with hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets. Routinely very 
fine throughout and plenty of never hinged material will be found 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $300.00  

324 �� Christmas Island dealer's all mint stock of issues from #21/441a 
housed in sales sheets and cards. Loaded with sets and souvenir 
sheets with plenty of depth and variety. Priced and ready to sell. 
Very fine mint, mostly never hinged ........................... $429.20  

325 �� Cyprus a mint and used accumulation of issues from QV to early 
QE housed in a stock book. Full of better material like a mint 
copy of #11. The earlier are completely unchecked for perf or 
shade varieties. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization $75.00  

326 �� Fiji a nice mint and used collection of issues from 1891 through 
1992 assembled on album leaves. Earlier is a bit sparce but 
includes used #53-57, KGVI mint and used including mint 
#131A, 141-144, then strong coverage in the QE era from the 
mid-1960's onward with items like mint #240-256, 260-276, 305-
320, 409-425, and the usual selection of commemorative sets and 
souvenir sheets. Routinely fine-very fine with the mint being 
mostly never hinged Est. Realization .......................... $350.00  
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327 � Great Britain all used study of Victorian issues, mainly the 

1887-92 Jubilee issues housed in a home-made album. Filled 
with useful cancels and a varied range of shades on almost all 
issues. Tremendous catalogue value and a great lot for the 
specialist in this area. Fine-very fine. Inspect ............  $5,108.25  

328 � Great Britain dealer's used stock of issues from QV through 
KGV housed in sales pages. Loaded with better items like #4, 9, 
11 (2), 17, 18, 39, 42, 43, range of 1887-92 Jubilee issues and 
1902-11 KEVII issues, 139, 139a, and much more. Additionally 
there is a lovely selection of cancels throughout. Mostly fine-very 
fine, anything damaged not counted. Inspect .............  $4,504.00  

329 �� Great Britain mostly used accumulation assembled on 
various album and stock pages. Wide range from QV to QE era 
with thousands of stamps in total. Looks like an unchecked 
group as we notice  useful cancels, plates, etc. on earlier. Plenty 
of QE high values spotted as well. Worth the time for a close 
review ........................................................................  $3,811.30  

330 �� Great Britain a mint and used collection of issues from 1841 
through 1966 housed in a Gibbons album. Starts with a used #1, 
2, plus a wide range of other Victorian with plate varieties, 
numeral cancels, Regional issues, and much more. Few faults as 
to be expected in the earlier but overall fine-very fine. Worth the 
time for a good look ...................................................  $3,600.00  

331 � Great Britain dealer's used stock of KGV and KGVI issues 
housed in sales pages. Good depth and plenty of useful like #173, 
174, 174a, 179 (4), 180 (7), 222 (2), 249-51A (2), and more. 
Generally fine-very fine. Inspect ................................  $3,055.00  

332 �� Great Britain dealer's all mint stock selection of QE issues 
housed in sales sheets and 102 sales cards. Runs from 
#1898/2363 plus Postage Dues and Regionals. Loaded with 
commemorative sets and intact booklets with plenty of depth and 
variety, not to mention the likely high "face" value count.  Very 
fine mint, mostly never hinged ...................................  $2,953.25  

333 �� Great Britain a mint and used selection of issues housed in 
dealer sales cards assembled in a counter sales book. Includes 
used #28, 62, 67, 82, 96, 103 (2), 108, 117, 122 (3), 137, 173, 
174, 268 (2), mint #14, 313-16 (5), 395p-97p, J66, J67, J69-75, 
J79-91, and much more with nice range of cancels on earlier 
used. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect ......................  $2,706.00  

334 �� Great Britain dealer's all mint stock selection of QE 
issues housed in 102 sales cards. Loaded with commemorative 
sets with plenty of depth and variety, not to mention the likely 
high "face" value count. Very fine mint, lightly hinged and never 
hinged ........................................................................  $1,734.01  

335 � Great Britain accumulation/stock of QE era issues housed in 
seven stock books. There's thousands of stamps here and appears 
to be loaded with sets. Fine-very fine. Inspect ...........  $1,351.58  

336 � Great Britain dealer's used stock of late KGVI to early QE 
issues housed in sales pages. Includes plenty of depth and much 
useful like 1951 2sh6p-10sh KGVI issues, early QE Definitives, 
Castles and other commemorative issues. Fine-very fine. Inspect 
....................................................................................  $1,302.25  

337 �� Great Britain dealer's all mint stock selection of QE issues 
housed in sales sheets and 102 sales cards. Runs from 
#1248/1888 and loaded with commemorative sets and intact 
booklets with plenty of depth and variety, not to mention the 
likely high "face" value count.  Very fine mint, lightly hinged and 
never hinged ...............................................................  $1,292.80  

338 �� Great Britain dealer's all mint stock selection of mainly QE 
issues housed in 102 sales cards. Runs from #266 onward and 
loaded with commemorative sets with plenty of depth and 
variety, not to mention the likely high "face" value count. Better 
items like #1247a (intact booklet x 2) will be found throughout. 
Very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged ........  $1,125.75  

339 � Great Britain all used accumulation/stock of first QE era issues 
assembled on stock pages. Useful range of Castles and first 
Definitive issue, fine-very fine. Inspect .....................  $885.00  

340 � Great Britain dealer's all used stock of issues from 
#230/2332 plus Regionals housed in sales pages. Plenty of depth 
and thousands of stamps, looks like the majority 
are commemorative issues. All priced and ready to sell. 
Marked retail $2,197.75. Routinely very fine throughout. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $850.00        

Avoid disappointment – mail your bid sheet early! 

 
341 �� Great Britain all mint stock of QE issues housed in dealer 

102 sales cards. Runs from number #294 onward and includes 
good phosphor sets, Regionals, some Channel Islands, etc. No 
Machins included. Very fine, clean stock and mostly all never 
hinged ......................................................................... $610.00  

342 �� Great Britain a mint and used collection of issues from QV to 
recent assembled on album leaves. Includes plenty of useful like 
used #1, 39, 42, 43, 48, 49, 51, 54, 61, 62, 67, 84 (2), 96, 105, 
121-22,  127-139, 139a, 138 (2 shades), 173, 174, 179-181, and 
much more. Few scattered flts will be found but overall fine-very 
fine and the QE era looks reasonably complete and loaded with 
commemorative sets. Catalogue value, based on inventory 
included is over $3,600 Est. Realization ..................... $500.00  

343 �� Great Britain a mint and used collection of issues from 1841 
through 1982 assembled in a springback album. A useful range of 
early Victorian with shades, cancel, plates, etc. along with sets to 
the one shilling value. Mostly used to the Elizabethan era though 
did see a mint 1924 Empire Exhibition and 1948 Silver Wedding 
sets. QE period replete with sets, many in gutter pairs. Catalogue 
value on the lot will be substantial and well worth the time for a 
close review Est. Realization ...................................... $500.00  

344 �� Great Britain all mint selection of Elizabethan issues, mostly 
from the past 20 years with other 225 sets and souvenir sheets, 
sheetlets, Machins to £5, etc. Very fine mint, never hinged. Both 
a large catalogue and face value. Inspect Est. Realization $300.00  

345 � Great Britain used selection of issues from QV to QE housed in 
3 retired APS sales circuit books. Plenty of useful material 
remaining and we saw values up to $55, useful plates, etc. 
Generally fine-very fine. Scott 2004 catalogue value $2,322. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $250.00  

346 � Great Britain huge hoard of issues from QV to QE housed in a 
pair of stock books, stock cards and an old biscuit tin. Filled with 
useful material with singles, blocks of four, good first QE 
watermark definitives like #300 (400), 302 (50), 306 (240), 307 
(1,020) and much more. There is bound to be some other 
surprises to be found. Likely tens of thousands of stamps with 
substantial catalogue value. Good lot for the specialist. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $250.00  

347 � Great Britain interesting used selection of issues from QV to 
QE. One group assembled on stock card with useful Victorian 
with cancels, QE Castles to £10, etc. Stated to catalogue by 
Gibbons £504 and inventory of 102 stamps is included. Second is 
a useful clean group of QE era commemoratives. Unusal 
assortments, fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization... $200.00  

348 �� Great Britain all mint collection of QE issues from 1982 
through 2001 plus Regional issues and a few used Postage Dues, 
Officials, Offices, even an unused Mulready. Includes 172 
complete mint sets, 17 intact booklets, and 8 souvenir sheets. 
Routinely very fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization $200.00  

349 � Great Britain mostly used collection/accumulation housed 
in three volumes. Thousands of stamps and mostly all QE era 
with complete sets, better singles to £10, extensive Machin 
Head and Regionals, Millenium issues appear complete and 
more. Good catalogue value and opportunity modern used. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $150.00  

350 �� Great Britain accumulation of Elizabethan era intact 
booklets, all very fine mint, never hinged. Face £110. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

351 � Great Britain all used accumulation of 221 used blocks of four 
or larger housed in a stock book. Plenty of useful cancels and 
better items like #131. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

352 � Great Britain accumulation of over 300 QE First Day Covers, 
both Official issues and Fleetwood types, cacheted, addressed 
and unaddressed. Very fine, clean lot Est. Realization   $150.00  

353 � Great Britain all used selection of about 1,500 stamps 
issued 1911 to 1954 housed in a Gibbons Simplex album. 
Appears to be unchecked for cancels, perfins, etc., thus 
will be lots of good pickin's with a high catalogue value. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $100.00  

354 �� Great Britain accumulation of Elizabethan era intact booklets, 
face £37. Very fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization $50.00  

355 � Great Britain used remaindered collection of issues from 
QV onward. Still contains useful early plating, etc. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $30.00  

356 � Great Britain carton full of Machins, all on-paper. About 15 lbs. 
Good variety. Inspect Floor Sale Only ........................ Offer  
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357 � Great Britain carton full of issues on and off paper, in dealer 

sales sheets, glassines, etc. Note good run of modern 
commemorative issues. Inspect Floor Sale Only........  Offer  

358 � Great Britain and Ireland accumulation of 200 post cards, 
dates from 1910 to 1940, mainly fine, some with minor creases 
and/or corner bends. A few with stamps missing. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $100.00  

359 �� Grenada all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir sheets, 
mostly from the past 20 years with good variety and strong 
topical appeal. Very fine mint, never hinged ..............  $1,000.00  

360 �� Guernsey dealer's all mint stock of issues from #8/873, J8/J41 
assembled on sales pages and cards. Loaded with sets, booklets, 
and souvenir sheets with plenty of depth and variety. Priced and 
ready to sell. Very fine mint, mostly never hinged .....  $1,673.90  

361 �� Guernsey dealer's stock selection of sets and souvenir 
sheets issued over the past 20 years. Very fine mint, never hinged 
....................................................................................  $550.00  

362 �� Hong Kong dealer's all mint stock (one 1949 UPU set used) of 
issues from #542/1047 housed ina counter sales book. Filled with 
sets and souvenir sheets with plenty of depth. Also saw a handful 
of other Asian area issues. Very fine mint and mostly never 
hinged. Inspect ...........................................................  $1,730.80  

363 �� Hong Kong all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir sheets, 
mostly from the past 20 years with good variety and strong 
topical appeal and includes #388-403. Very fine mint, never 
hinged ........................................................................  $333.00  

364 �� Hong Kong lovely mint and used collection of issues from 1871 
through 1997 assembled on album leaves. Includes used #20, 
109-122, 124, 135-146, 179, 217, 219-220,  262-264, 270-274; 
mint #147-150, 229-230, 236, 249-250, 252, 291-295, J3, J18-28, 
then a fair degree of completeness with sets and souvenir sheets 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $300.00  

365 � India Revenue collection of about 365 stamps from 1860's to 
1970's. Includes Court Fees, Broker's Note, Entertainment Tax, 
Customs, Airport Tax, QV Telegraphs, Insurance, etc., etc. plus 
some unrecorded items. Mostly fine-very fine. Barefoot catalogue 
value £350++ Est. Realization....................................  $150.00  

366 � Ireland dealer's all mint stock of sets from #126/982a, J28-34 in 
102 sales cards and housed in a counter sales book. Lots of depth 
and plenty of better throughout like #133-34, 142-44, 149-50 (2), 
155-56 (3), intact Definitive booklets and more. Routinely fine-
very fine and lightly hinged or never hinged ..............  $859.50  

367 �� Ireland dealer's stock selection of sets, souvenir sheets, and 
intact booklets issued over the past 20 years. Very fine mint, 
never hinged ...............................................................  $573.00  

368 � Ireland accumulation of issues from #16 through #1515 all 
identifed and filed in envelopes filling a shoe box. There's likely 
thousands of stamps and a quick look showed some useful 
cancels on the earlier. Worth a look Est. Realization ..  $50.00  

369 �� Isle of Man dealer's all mint stock of issues from #12/1150, 
J1a/J24 housed in sales sheets and cards. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets with plenty of depth and variety. Priced and ready 
to sell. Very fine mint, mostly never hinged ...............  $2,305.90  

370 �� Isle of Man all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir sheets, 
mostly from the past 20 years with good variety and strong 
topical appeal. Very fine mint, never hinged ..............  $1,060.00  

371 �� Jersey dealer's all mint stock of issues from #7/1212, J21/J46 
assembled on sales pages and cards. Loaded with sets and 
souvenir sheets with plenty of depth and variety. Priced and ready 
to sell. Very fine mint, mostly never hinged ...............  $1,634.00  

372 �� Jersey all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir sheets, mostly 
from the past 20 years with good variety and strong topical 
appeal. Very fine mint, never hinged ..........................  $690.00  

373 � Malaysia and States huge used duplicated assortment filed in 
glassines. There's likely thousands of stamps present and who 
knows what else since we did not take a close look. The owner 
began to catalogue the material but soon gave up because of the 
shear number of stamps. Thus the catalogue will be greater than 
....................................................................................  $560.00  

374 �� Mauritius a mint and used selection of Britannia issues with 
mint #7, 8, 10, 20, 22, used #9, 18, 19 (nice PAID cancel in 
circle). Sound copies, fine-very fine ..........................  $447.25    
Catalogue values for British Commonwealth and 
Worldwide stamps are from the current Scott catalogues. 

  

 
375 �� New Zealand dealer's all mint stock of issues from 

#218/1521, B9/B161, plus other back-of-the-book and 
Dependencies issues housed in sales sheets and cards. Loaded 
with sets, intact booklets, and souvenir sheets with plenty of 
depth and variety. Priced and ready to sell. Very fine mint, mostly 
never hinged ............................................................... $1,966.60  

376 �� New Zealand all mint collection of issues between #280//963, 
B8//B133. Looks like almost entirely mint sets and souvenir 
sheets and the majority never hinged. Routinely very fine 
throughout .................................................................. $960.00  

377 �� New Zealand a mint and used collection of issues from 1883 
through 1983 housed in a Gibbons album. Plenty of useful 
throughout like a mint #67, 298B, 300, 301, good range of mint 
or used regular and semi-postal sets through the 1960's and 
1970's, back-of-the-book issues, etc. Routinely fine-very fine 
throughout .................................................................. $620.00  

378 �� New Zealand a mint and used collection of issues from 1855 
through 2001 housed in a pair of springback albums. Well filled 
with thousands of stamps, sets, booklets, souvenir sheets, etc. 
Starts with a Hausberg black proof, used #31, 54-56, 82, 97, 119, 
132-39, 165-70, 179-80, 182, 196-98, 203-16, 229-41, and more 
with useful semi-postals and other back-of-the-book issues. The 
face value in the mint selection will be substantial. Also includes 
a selection of Nuie and Tokelou. Routinely fine-very fine 
throughout. Inspect Est. Realization ........................... $500.00  

379 �� New Zealand collection of used issues from #51/1999b, 
AR1/AR47, B11/B67, and other back-of-the-book issues 
assembled on album leaves and in a stock book. Good coverage 
for the period with the odd mint stamp scattered throughout. Also 
include Post Office mint souvenir collection for 1992. Routinely 
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ....................... $200.00  

380 �� Pitcairn Islands all mint collection of issues from 1940 through 
1992 housed in mounts on album leaves. Includes #1-8, 13-16, 2-
30, 35, 64-66, then a solid run of sets and souvenir sheets. Very 
fine and the majority are never hinged Est. Realization $200.00  

381 �� Seychelles useful little collection of QE era issues with 25 sets 
including #207-212, 257-271, etc. Very fine mint, lightly hinged 
or never hinged Est. Realization ................................. $50.00  

382�� Singapore useful little selection of stamps and covers from 
KGVI onward assembled on stock pages. Useful range with 
Ships to $10, Birds to $5, #242a First Day Cover, etc. Fine-very 
fine used Est. Realization............................................ $50.00  

383 �� South Africa and Area useful mint and used accumulation with 
South Africa proper housed in stock book, selections of Cape of 
Good Hope, Natal, Orange River Colony, and Transvaal on stock 
pages. Loaded with useful earlier, some modern sets, singles, etc. 
Worth a close look Est. Realization............................. $150.00  

384 �� St. Kitts-St. Vincent all mint accumulation of sets and souvenir 
sheets, mostly from the past 20 years with good variety and 
strong topical appeal. Very fine mint, never hinged .... $796.85 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH STAMPS 

AUSTRALIA  
385 �� #218-221, 1949-50 Arms set complete in lower left imprint 

corner blocks of four, with imprint "Printed By The Authority 
Of." The 5sh with vertical crease through 2 stamps, the 10sh is 
hinged and a minute stain visible on gum, otherwise very fine 
mint, never hinged ...................................................... $926.00 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA  
386 � #2, 1890 1a and 2p green and carmine rose QV issue, trivial thin 

at top from hinge removal otherwise very fine used ... $325.00  
387 � #89, 1897 1a indigo and red Zanzibar issue overprinted, very fine 

mint, lightly hinged ..................................................... $110.00  
388 � #98, 100, 1897 2½ on 3a Zanzibar overprints surcharged with 

new values, fine-very fine mint, without gum ............ $275.00 
CYPRUS  
389 �� #219-221, 1963 Europa set complete, very fine mint, never 

hinged ......................................................................... $100.00 
FALKLAND ISLANDS  
390 � #96, 1936 £1 dark violet and black KGVI Definitive issue, fine-

very fine mint, lightly hinged ..................................... $125.00 
GIBRALTAR  
391 �� #132-145, 1953 QE Definitive set complete, very fine mint, never 

hinged ......................................................................... $183.05  
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GREAT BRITAIN  
392 � Queen Victoria £1 and £5 Law Courts revenue issues 

overprinted SPECIMEN, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $100.00  

393 � #1, 1840 1p black Queen Victoria issue with clear to touching 
margins and red Maltese Cross cancel, fine used .......  $275.00  

394 � #1, 1840 1p black QV issue, fine-very fine used with clear 
margins and red maltese cross cancel .........................  $275.00  

395 � #49, 1867 3p rose QV issue, a block of four, mild facial scuff 
otherwise fine used with Abbeyleix SE 3 72 cancels. Nice 
example of Irish cancel! ..............................................       $210.00  

396 � #108, 1884 5sh carmine rose QV issue, very fine used with light 
cancel .........................................................................  $210.00  

397 � #222-224, 1934 Britannia set complete, very fine used with light 
cancels ........................................................................  $237.50  

398 � #230, 232, 233, 1936 ½p dark green, 1½p red brown, and 2½p 
blue KEVIII issued tied to commemorative First Day Cover 
London Sep 1, 1936. Fine-very fine. Booth catalogue #38f, £100 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $75.00  

399 � #231, 1936 1p crimson KEVIII issue on commemorative First 
Day Cover London 14 Sep 1936, very fine. Booth catalogue 
#38h, £125 Est. Realization........................................  $75.00  

400 �� #732, 810, (varieties), 3½p gutter pair with blue ink entending 
through gutter and 8½p strip of three with green blotch 
on Queen's hair in middle stamp. Very fine mint, never hinged 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $25.00 

HONG KONG  
401 � #123a, 1912 $5 red and green KGV issue, fine-very fine used. 

....................................................................................  $350.00  
402 � #127, 1914 $5 red and green KGV issue, fine-very fine used with 

a very light cancel ......................................................  $325.00  
403 � #131/153, a selection of various KGV and KGVI issues tied to 

four Air Mail covers. Two covers bear the First Day Cancel, May 
12, 1937 for the 1937 KGVI Corontation set. All to an address in 
Minneapolis, they are through Guam, Honolulu, Manila, and San 
Francisco. Very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ............  $50.00  

404 � #401a, 402a, 403, $10 and $20 unwatermarked and $50 
watermarked QE Definitive issues, blocks of four, very fine used 
....................................................................................  $156.00 

INDIA  
405 � SFL to Mauritius with h/s black Ship Letter and m/s per Ridsly, 

black Mauritius GPO Fe 17 1852 Crown double slit ring cancel, 
b/s with boxed red Calcutta/G.P.O./Ship Letter/15 DE 15/1852, 
fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................................  $50.00 

NEW ZEALAND  
406 � #O61-71a, 1936-42 Official set complete, the 2s is a perf. 12½ 

vertical pair, fine-very fine used .................................  $148.85 
SOUTH AFRICA  
407 � #79-80, 112-114, 241-53, B1-8, selection of issues 

on 5 commemorative First Day Covers, celebrating Voortrekkers 
and 1961 Definitive issue, fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $75.00 

SWAZILAND  
408 � #6, 1889 2sh6p yellow, few perf tips missing gum otherwise very 

fine mint, lightly hinged .............................................  $275.00  
409 � #7, 1889 5sh slate, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged  $175.00 
UGANDA  
410 � #75, (variety), 1898 1r dull blue and 1r bright blue, the dull 

blue with a few facial scuffs and trival gum toning, appear very 
fine mint, original gum, hinged, (Gibbons #90, 90a, £83). 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $50.00 

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA 

NEWFOUNDLAND  
411 �� dealer's mint and used stock selection of issues housed in a 

counter sales book. Includes used #30, 39, 46, 52, 72, mint #81 
(3), 102, 110, 126, 144, 224, 228, 233-243, 245-248 (18), and 
much more. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect ............  $1,306.60  

412 �� small mint and used accumulation including mint #69, 73, 83, 
120-122, 129, 130, 192, and more. Fine-very fine. Inspect. 
....................................................................................  $340.65  

413 �� a mostly used remaindered collection on album leaves. Includes 
used #38, 42 (2), 54 (2), 65-6, 80-5, and other useful. Fine-very 
fine .............................................................................  $168.85  

 
414 � all used estate accumulation with some duplication. Likely over 

2,000 stamps and unchecked by us. Fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

415 � #1, 1857 1d brown violet, light corner crease (only visible from 
reverse) otherwise very fine mint, lightly hinged ....... $150.00  

416 � #11A, 1860 3d green, fine-very fine mint, traces of some gum, 
hinge remnants ............................................................ $100.00  

417 � #17, 1861 2d rose, very fine mint, lightly hinged ....... $200.00 
 
418 � #22, 1861 8d rose, just a speck of toning top right otherwise very 

fine mint, lightly hinged ............................................. $100.00  
419 � #22i, 1861 8d rose on watermarked paper, huge margins top and 

right, very fine mint, lightly hinged ............................ $150.00  
420 � #30, 1865 13¢ orange Ship issue, very fine mint, lightly hinged. 

..................................................................................... $300.00  
421 P #31P, 1865 24¢ blue proof in india on card, very fine  $65.00 
 
422 � #100-103, 1911 9¢ through 15¢ John Guy issues, very fine mint, 

lightly hinged .............................................................. $370.00  
423 � #128, 1920 3¢ on 15¢ scarlet with Type I surcharge, fine mint, 

lightly hinged .............................................................. $200.00  
424 � #131-144, 1923-24 Pictorial set complete, fine-very fine mint, 

lightly hinged .............................................................. $176.25  
425 � #212-225, 1933 Gilbert set complete, very fine mint, lightly 

hinged ......................................................................... $190.00  
426 �� #212-225, 1933 Gilbert set complete, very fine mint, never 

hinged ......................................................................... $190.00  
427 � #C14-17, 1933 10¢ to 75¢ Air Mail issues, very fine mint, lightly 

hinged ......................................................................... $240.00  
428 �� #C16, 1933 60¢ green Labrador Air Mail issue, very fine mint, 

never hinged ............................................................... $85.00 

PHILATELIC LITERATURE 
 
429  Carton full of old catalogues, philatelic magazines, etc. Inspect 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
430  a set of 2005 Scott catalogues, dealer supplies, etc. Inspect. 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
431  carton full of old catalogues and reference books. Mostly relics 

but a good historical record Floor Sale Only .............. Offer  
432  two cartons full of literature and auction catalogues, many 

"name" sales with prices realized Floor Sale Only ..... Offer  
433  set of Scott 2007 catalogues Floor Sale Only ............. Offer 
 
434  Scott catalogues for 2007, the set complete. 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer 

PHILATELIC SUPPLIES 
 
435  Davo hingeless supplements for Spain 2000 to 2006 complete. 

New and high retail price. Inspect. Shipping weight about 2kg 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

436  stuff from the collector's den with empty albums, stock 
books, a desktop calculator (even works!). Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

437  American Heirloom Stamp albums, three volumes containing 
spaces for all issues up to 2003 with attractive descriptions on the 
opposite pages. Like new. Inspect Floor Sale Only..... Offer  

438  carton of new of "gently used" albums, some philatelic maps, old 
reference books. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................... Offer  

439  a "nesting stack" of 7 custom made wood boxes to hold 8½ x 5½ 
sales binders. Also contains 50 or more empty binders. Lots of 
miles left on these. Inspect Floor Sale Only................ Offer  

440  carton of "like-new" Harris albums. Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

441  two cartons of albums, supplements, and stock books. Inspect 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

442  a "nesting stack" of five custom made wood boxes 
designed to hold 7" x 5" dealer sales binders. Also contains 
50 or more used sales binders. Lots of miles left on these. Inspect 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

443  three cartons full of new/used supplies, binders, etc. 
Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  

444  Scott Specialty albums, two volumes for British Africa with 
pages to about 1970. These are "gently used" and the few 
stamps found considered a "bonus." The albums are in great 
shape! Est. Realization................................................ $100.00 
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CANADA COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS 
 
445 � dealer's mint stock of issues from #47/140 housed in a counter 

sales book. Plenty of depth and better material throughout like 
#47, 50, 51 (2), 52 (7), 53 (2), 54, 56, 78, 85, 86, 91, 100, 101, 
110, 111 (7), 112 (5), 114 (2), 115 (2), 124, 130, 131 (2 singles 
and pair), 133 (2), 134, 135 (10), 140, and much more. Few 
scattered flts will be found but on balance fine-very fine mint, 
lightly hinged and the odd never hinged also to be found. Inspect 
....................................................................................  $6,306.00  

446 � all used collection/accumulation running from Small Queens era 
through modern housed in seven stock books or home-made 
albums. There's thousands of stamps present and while nothing 
spectacular was found there will be tremendous interest for the 
collector looking for cancels, shades, or varieties as this appears 
to be an unchecked group. Inspect .............................  $4,978.35  

447 � dealer's all mint stock of issues from #141/210 housed in a 
counter sales book. Well filled with better like #141-48 (5) plus 
extras, 155, 156 (2), 157 (2), 160 (3), 161, 174 (2), 175 (4), 178 
(2), 182 coil strip of four with line pair, 195-200, 201 (4), 203, 
205, 209 (8), and much more. Fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged 
and never hinged ........................................................  $4,332.65  

448 � dealer's all mint stock of issues between #211/411 housed in a 
pair of counter sales books. Plenty of depth and includes #211-16 
(2) plus extras, 223 (4), 224 (6), 225 (11), 226 (6), 227, 228-29, 
243 (2), 244, 245, 261 (2), plus other War issue in singles and 
coils, 268-73, 273, 302 (2), 321 (7), 411 (12), plus booklet panes, 
intact booklets and much more. ..................................  $4,198.75  

449 �� dealer's all mint stock of back-of-the-book issues housed in a pair 
of counter sales books. Plenty of depth and better like #C1 (2), 
C3 (2), C4, C9a (3), CE1-4, E1, E2, E3 (8), E4 (2), O1-8, O11, 
O24 (4), O32 (3), CO1 (3), CO2, EO1 (3),  EO2, O244, and 
much, much more. Routinely fine-very fine throughout with 
plenty of never hinged material. Inspect ....................  $4,081.90  

450 �� all mint accumulation/stock of issues from #88/MR4 
assembled on stock pages. Filled with useful in singles, large 
multiples, plate imprints, cutting guide marks, etc. with better 
items like #MR3a strip of four and more. Fine-very fine, never 
hinged. Inspect ...........................................................  $3,457.50  

451 � dealer's stock selection of issues from Victorian through #272. 
Plenty of depth and includes #77, 78 (2), 85, 86, 79, 90, 96-98, 
111, 118 (2), 141-45, 146-49 (2), 155, 169 (5), 172 (4), 173, 181 
(2), 194, 211-14, 216, 223 (2), 228, 239-40 pairs, 243 (2), and 
much more. Generally fine-very fine, lightly hinged and never 
hinged. Inspect ...........................................................  $3,200.00  

452 � dealer's used stock of issues from Large Queens through to the 
late 1940's. Includes #22, 27, 28, useful range of Small Queens 
with cancels, 3¢ Jubilees with cancels, #56, 57, 83 (5), 131 pair, 
158 (3), 159 (3), 161, 176 (5), 177 (2), CO2, OA118, and much 
more. Generally fine-very fine, a nice clean stock .....  $2,723.65  

453 �� accumulation of collections housed in an "original" Jarrett album 
and pages plus an Intermediate album. Includes Large and Small 
Queens, Jubilees with 6¢ to 15¢ mint, $1 mint (flt), Tercentenary 
issue mint except for 15¢, Peace set mint and more including 
selection of Revenues. Some earlier with faults not counted. 
Worth the time for a close review ..............................  $2,585.39  

454 � accumulation of about 260 stamps, 28 plate blocks, and six 
booklets 1897-2005. Some duplication and some better items. 
Note #66 vf nh, 69 ogh, 89 nh internal paper crease, 126 pair ogh, 
145 (x2 nh), 157 ogh, 190 (x2, vf ogh), 226, og (dist), 228 ogh, 
262 ogh, 411 plate block (stained gum), C4 (x3, two nh), E1 (x2, 
ogh), J5 nh, and more. Though there are a few with gum 
problems this is generally fine-very fine. Inspect .......  $2,383.75  

455 � nice selection of mint issues assembled in dealer sales 
cards. Includes #21, 34, 37, 46, 50, 54, 56, 57 (nh), 85, 86, 136-
38, 141-48, E1, E2, E2a, etc. Fine-very fine, original gum, hinged 
....................................................................................  $2,223.50  

456 � wholesale accumulation of hi-value $1 and $2 issues from 
#321/1698 with 16 different x 100 of each. Fine-very fine used. 
....................................................................................  $2,180.00  

457 � dealer's stock selection of issues housed in a counter sales book. 
Includes plate blocks with #162, 166, 191, 197, 212, E11 (2, 
back-of-the book stamps with C1 (7), C2 (3), CE1-4 (6), E3 (7), 
E9, E11 (2), J1, and much more. Good range of plate numbers 
and positions to be found. Routinley fine-very fine mint, lightly 
hinged and never hinged. Inspect ...............................  $2,074.10  

 
458 �� massive accumulation of intact booklet, sheets, multiples, etc., 

etc., filling a carton. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face $2,900 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $2,000.00  

459 � mint wholesale accumulation of about 650 stamps issued 
1897-1989. Mixed hinged and never hinged but some 
toning and disturbed gum. Includes #85 (2), 86 (2), 90a no gum, 
140 (se), 145 (6), 151, 155 (2), 156, 157, 160, 175 (2), 181-3, 
226, 244, 245, 261, C4 (2), E8, etc. Ranges from vg-very fine. 
Inspect ........................................................................ $1,900.00  

460 � useful selection of plate blocks housed in dealer sales sheets 
between #248/C7. Filled with better like #248, 294, 411 (2), 
465B (2), CE2, O31, O38, and more with a good selection of 
plate numbers and positions. Fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged 
and never hinged ......................................................... $1,799.70  

461 �� collection of Post Office annual souvenir collections 1979 to 
2000 complete, very fine mint, never hinged. Shipping weight 
about 20kg .................................................................. $1,550.00  

462 � dealer's stock of used issues from #37//1094 housed in five stock 
books. Good inventory of each number with none in 
overwhelming quantities. Fine-very fine, identified, priced and 
ready to sell. Inspect ................................................... $1,418.00  

463 �� interesting selection of singles and blocks of four. Includes #137, 
139, 140, 148 imprint block, 181 coil line pair, 182ii Cockeyed 
King strip of three, 191ii block of four, 271-273, E4, E5, E6-7 
blocks of four, and much more. Fine-very fine mint and the 
majority are never hinged. Inspect .............................. $1,302.75  

464 �� all mint selection of modern 1¢ to $2 issues mostly in Post Office 
sealed matched sets of plate blocks, very fine mint, never hinged. 
Face value $1,767.74 Est. Realization ........................ $1,200.00  

465 �� dealer's all mint stock of issues from #274/1297 housed 
in sales pages and is quite likely a complete run. Priced and 
ready to sell. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face $1,618.18. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $1,100.00  

466 �� dealer's all mint stock of issues from #1301a/1881 housed 
in sales pages and is quite likely a complete run. Priced and ready 
to sell. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face $1,345.50. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $950.00  

467 � dealer's all used stock of issues from #241/2098 housed in sales 
pages.  Plenty of depth and thousands of stamps, looks like the 
majority are commemorative issues. All priced and ready to sell. 
Marked retail $2,420.56. Routinely very fine throughout. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $900.00  

468 �� accumulation of issues pre-1940 in large multiples. Includes 
#141-43, 192, etc. Some with plate blocks intact. Useful group, 
fine-very fine mint, never hinged. Inspect .................. $832.22  

469 �� accumulation of modern issues in demoninations of 1¢ to $5 
values in plate blocks, blocks, and singles, very fine mint, never 
hinged. Face $1,158.15 Est. Realization ..................... $800.00  

470 �� selection of QE Wilding issue coils with 2¢ jump strips 
of four with "Damaged E" variety (4), paste strips of 8 (2), start 
strip of four, and 4¢ start strip of four. Very fine mint, never 
hinged ......................................................................... $754.00  

471 �� a mint and used collection/accumulation of issues from 
1859 through the 1980's housed in a pair of huge five inch 
binders. Well filled with thousands of stamps. Includes used #14, 
15, 24, 26 (bisect on piece), 30, useful range of Small Queens 
with cancels, then mostly complete used with Official perfins, 
etc. There will also be a specialist interest among the used for the 
cancels to be found.  Mint #21, 29, 34, 35, 46, 99, 101, 125-130 
pairs, 126a-27a blocks, 131-34 pairs, 138 pair, 139-40, 141-48, 
149-159, 160-61 pairs, 162-177, 195-201, 205-7 pairs, 227, 245, 
262, and much more with high degree of completion 
through the period along with back-of-the-book issues and 
a large amount of "face" material. Generally fine-very fine. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $750.00  

472 �� accumulation of modern issues in sheets, blocks, booklets, etc. 
Runs from 40¢ to $5 values and very fine mint, never hinged. 
Face $1,103.57 Est. Realization .................................. $750.00  

473 � wholesale accumulation of KGVI definitive issues between 
#231/306, eleven different x 3,000 of each (33,000 stamps), fine-
very fine used. Inspect ................................................ $660.00  

474 �� dealer's all mint stock of issues from #1883/2123 
housed in sales pages and is quite likely a complete run. 
Priced and ready to sell. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face 
$816.64 Est. Realization ............................................. $575.00  
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475 �� annual souvenir collections issued by the Post Office for 1978-

79, 1997-99, 2001 plus the Millennium collection, very fine mint 
never hinged (7) .........................................................  $540.00  

476 �� accumulation of modern era 1¢ through $2 issues mostly 
in full sheets. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face $742.81 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $500.00  

477 �� dealers all mint stock of intact booklet housed in three sales 
books. Runs from #BK86 through #BK306, very fine mint, never 
hinged. Face $641.57 Est. Realization........................  $450.00  

478 �� a neatly presented exhibition collection of 1973-1985 
Floral Definitives (#705/937) assembled on album pages. 
Includes matched sets of plate blocks for all issues through $5, 
precancels, coils, and booklets. Very fine mint, never hinged. 
Face value is over $300 and the catalogue value exceeds $1,000. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $400.00  

479 �� accumulation of Postage Due, War Tax, and Revenue issues 
assembled in a stock book. Useful run of earlier Dues, saw J2 
with lathework, Centennials with paper and gum varieties, and 
others. Centennials counted as face value only. Inspect  $350.00  

480 �� nice mint and used collection of issues housed in 
a Scott Specialty album. Runs from QV to modern and includes 
used #21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 40 pair, 47, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 
100, Admirals complete including coils then mostly complete 
regular issues to 1973. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $350.00  

481 �� accumulation of modern era 1¢ to $1 issues mainly in full 
or half sheets. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face $465.45 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $325.00  

482 � nice collection of mint issues 1898-1969 organized in a Minkus 
album. Loaded with useful material like #85, 86, 96-99, 141-48, 
149-157, 162-175, 195-201, 217-227, 249-262, 268-273, 321, E3, 
O10, O32, and much more. A nice clean collection missing just a 
handful of ealier to be complete for the period. Catalogues over 
$2,000 and is routinely fine-very fine Est. Realization $300.00  

483 � used wholesale accumulation of KGV and KGVI coil issues 
#182/281 with approximately 2,600 stamps, fine-very fine used. 
Catalogue value $2,700 Est. Realization ....................  $300.00  

484 �� a mint and used selection of issues housed in a carton. 
Includes used #14, 15, 17, 17a, 17b, mint #50 never hinged, 112, 
118, 126a pair, 131 (2), 134 pair, 160-61, 177, 178 pair, 192 and 
192 in block of four, various Official issues in blocks of four, a 
Post Office Millennium souvenir collection, Canada-China joint 
issue souvenir sets from 2005-2008, even spotted an imperforate 
used copy of U.S.A. #231. Fine-very fine and worth a close look 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $300.00  

485 � accumulation of 3¢ to $5 values all unused without gum. Face 
value $1,200 Est. Realization .....................................  $250.00  

486 �� accumulation in various albums with "face" material of 
about $200, some varieties, some Revenues and selection 
of Newfoundland. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $250.00  

487 �� a mint and used collection of isues from Small Queens to modern 
in mounts and housed in three Lighthouse albums. Mostly used 
and some of the earlier have really ugly cancels but the albums 
are worth the estimate. Inspect Est. Realization .........  $200.00  

488 ��
� 

interesting accumulation of stamps and covers. Includes stock 
page of early New Brunswick issues, a Bartlett muti-coloured 
letterhead, stock book of used with good tagging issues, $35 plue 
in modern mint face, #415 matched sets of plates 1 and 2 on 
designer autographed FDC's, stock book of 1940' to 1950's issues 
with lots of used OHMS, 24 covers celebrating the 50th 
Anniversary of Private Commercial Airlines, and more. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $200.00  

489 � used wholesale accumulation of 1967 Centennial issues #454-
465B plus coils. There's 50,000 stamps here and great for cancels 
and varieties. Inspect Est. Realization ........................  $200.00  

490 � accumulation of 747 private perfins, all eras with 
good representation of dies and positions. Also 103 
4-hole OHMS perfins with 75 different. Fine-very fine. Inspect 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $150.00  

491 � accumulation of 140 OHMS perfins, both 4 and 5-hole types with 
95 different with much useful material including doubles, rare 
numbers,  unlisted like #O286 double and other useful with 
values to $100. Inventory listing comes with lot. Fine-very fine. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $150.00  

 
492 � a used collection of issues from Small Queens to 1986 

assembled in mounts and housed in a Lighthouse album with 
slipcase. Twentieth century material is very nearly complete 
and includes all the good definitive sets for the period. 
Have a good look at this since it will be a bargain at the estimate 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

493 �� interesting and varied accumulation. Includes 142 used 
blocks of four from KEVII to QE (saw nice 10¢ Edwardian 
block), selection of mint plate blocks, the face value alone is $60 
but the real value is in the plate numbers and positions, a 
pair of UPU Presentation books with #311-14, two sets of same 
on specially cacheted covers with various delivery methods, 
and two colour photographs of 3¢ Large and Small Queens and 
10¢ Small Queen showing similarities of ink colours. Inspect! 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

494 �� small mint and used selection of mainly better items. Includes 
mint #50, 54, 57, 70, 72, 73, 145, 148, 174, Newfoundland #J1-5, 
and other useful including a few used Newfoundland Revenues. 
Mostly fine or better. Inspect Est. Realization ............ $150.00  

495 � an extensive collector's used hoard of issues from Small 
Queen's to modern housed on a stack of manilla stock sheets. 
There is, as a conservative guess, at least 30,000 stamps and 
includes "a ton" of $1 values, lots of War issue coils, town 
cancels, etc. Looks like and unpicked lot. Fine-very fine. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

496 � lovely used collection of issues housed in three volumes 
running from 1900 to modern. Likely well over 1,000 
stamps and filled with useful material including coils, QE 
tagging, hi-brites, perf varieties, etc. Nice and clean, fine-very 
fine Est. Realization .................................................... $150.00  

497 � collection/accumulation of precancels with 244 different 
assembled and stock pages and thousands of duplicates housed in 
glassines. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ...... $100.00  

498 � nice used collection of mainly multiples from QV through QE 
including Officials. Includes strips, blocks, useful tagging and 
paper varieties, etc. While some of the cancels on the larger 
multiples are heavy this is filled with useful material and 
generally fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ....... $100.00  

499 � useful selection of used issues on stock pages. Starts with 
a range of Small Queens with shades, range of Admirals with 93 
copies of the $1 issue. Runs through the QE Cameo issue with 
plenty of cancel interest and other stuff to look and sort through 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

500 � accumulation of 128 OHMS perfins, both 4 and 5-hole types with 
91 different with much useful material including doubles, and 
unlisted. Inventory listing comes with lot. Fine-very fine. Inspect 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00  

501 � huge accumulation of stamps all off-paper. Looks like all modern 
with about half being commemorative issues. A conservative 
guess is likely 10,000 stamps. Inspect Est. Realization $75.00  

502 � accumulation of 450 3¢ Small Queens and full of cancels, shades, 
etc. Spotted nice strip of three with s-o-n Hamilton 19/FE 19/94 
cds. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ............... $75.00  

503 � all used selection of coil issues from KGV Pictorial issue through 
4¢ Centennial issue. Filled with useful singles, pairs and larger 
strips, jump strip of 4¢ Karsh, etc. Useful group and fine-very 
fine. Inspect Est. Realization....................................... $75.00  

504 � all used selection of issues arranged on stock pages. Several 
hundred with useful cancels. Saw #15 (2), 17, 99, 100, 158, etc. 
Mostly fine or better. Inspect Est. Realization ............ $75.00  

505 � useful selection of 130 3¢ Small Queens assembled on album 
leaves. Selected for cancel interest with segmented and fancy 
corks, etc. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ..... $75.00  

506 �� mostly used collection in a pair of Lighthouse hingeless albums 
(one with slipcase). The odd mint to be found and the used 
mostly complete from 1918 through 1954 with the high values 
present. Generally fine-very fine and the albums alone worth the 
estimate. Inspect Est. Realization................................ $60.00  

507 � all used selection assembled on stock cards with private perfins 
(230 different) and precancels (79 different). Fine-very fine. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $50.00  

508 � useful selection of 80+ different roller cancels on stamp. 
Runs from QV through 17¢ QE though mostly QV-KEVII 
issues. A nice group with many better strikes. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  
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509 � selection of Small Queen issues assembled on old approval 

sheets. Contains 162 stamps from 1/2¢ to 3¢ issues. Useful 
range of cancels including blue fancies, numerals, cds, etc. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $50.00  

510 � useful accumulation of used large multiples running from 
Admirals to modern. Saw nice $1 Admiral block with cds 
cancels, good KGV Arch issues, 143 copies in used blocks or 
larger multiples of Newfoundland #252, and more. Interesting 
selection. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................  $50.00  

511 � all used selection of 325 1¢ to 5¢ Queen Victoria Leaf and 
Numeral issues mouted on approval pages. Unchecked for 
cancels, re-entries and any other variety. Mostly fine-very fine. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $50.00  

512 � selection of 176 3¢ Small Queen issues assembled on a double 
sided stock page. Although there is the odd fault this is a useful 
group since all appear to have readable dates in the 1890's. 
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................  $50.00  

513 � accumulation of 200 used blocks of four from #233/modern. 
Fine-very fine with plenty of commemorative issues. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $30.00  

514 � carton full of used in stock books or albums running from Large 
Queens to modern. There's thousands of stamps here and the 
owner has catalogued them at $4,579.85. Lot's of useful including 
cancels, range of Centennials, book of Revenues, etc. A close 
look may well be rewarded! Floor Sale Only .............  Offer  

515 ��
� 

balance of consignment in a carton. Saw a file box of used from 
Small Queens to Centennials, First Flight and other covers, 1977 
QE Silver Jubilee collection in commemorative album, and much 
more. Inspect Est. Realization ....................................  Offer  

516 � carton of on-paper mixture .........................................  Offer 
 
517 � carton of on-paper mix, cut close. Few world spotted as well, 

about 1.3 kg. Inspect Floor Sale Only ........................  Offer  
518 � carton of on-paper mix, cut close. Few world spotted as well, 

about 1.3 kg. Inspect Floor Sale Only ........................  Offer  
519 � carton full of bulk stamps. Inspect Floor Sale Only ...  Offer 
 
520 � carton of on-paper mixture Floor Sale Only...............  Offer 
 
521 � carton of on-paper mixture, note earlier. Inspect. 

Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  
522 � carton full of stamps filed in envelopes. Inspect. 

Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  
523 �� carton full of various collections in binders, CPC souvenir items, 

etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only .......................................  Offer  
524 � carton of on-paper mix, cut close. Few world spotted as well, 

about 1.37 kg. Inspect Floor Sale Only ......................  Offer  
525 � carton full of stamps in envelopes. Inspect. 

Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  
526 � carton of on-paper mix, cut close. Few world spotted as well, 

about 1.47 kg. Inspect Floor Sale Only ......................  Offer  
527 � carton full of used in stock books running from Small 

Queens to modern. There's thousands of stamps here and 
the owner has catalogued them at $2,998.57. Lot's of useful 
including cancels, range of multiples with blocks of four and 
larger, a few Revenues, etc. A close look may well be rewarded! 
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer  

528 � carton of on-paper mixture, about 10 lbs. Inspect. 
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................  Offer 

CANADA POSTAL HISTORY 
 
529 � accumulation of hundreds of First Day Covers issued from the 

1970's to modern housed in 7 volumes plus loose. Very fine 
cacheted and unaddressed Est. Realization.................  $200.00  

530 � accumulation of over 390 First Day Covers issued from 
1987 onward housed in four volumes. Good variety with 
almost all different, very fine cacheted and unaddressed. 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $150.00  

531 � accumulation of several hundred covers and post cards from 
Victorian onward. Condition variable but a good group for 
cancels, rates, etc. Inspect Est. Realization.................  $100.00  

532 � accumulation of likely a few hundred covers, runs from stampless 
to KGVI era. Condition varies but a useful group for rates, towns, 
etc. Inspect Est. Realization........................................  $75.00  

533 � accumulation of about 800 First Day Covers from the 1960's and 
1970's. Both cacheted and uncacheted with official cancels, 
addressed. Generally very fine Est. Realization .........  $75.00  

 
534 � accumulation of 100 post cards, modern chromes with dates to 

the 1990's bearing cancels from sub-post offices or rural post 
offices. Very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.................. $50.00  

535 � accumulation of 25 covers from stampless to QV era. Includes 
1859 5¢ Beaver with Aylmer JY 31 67 split ring, 1868 3¢ Large 
Queen (oxidized) with P.G. Moncton MY 21/1869 double split 
ring, various Small Queens with town cancels, rates, etc. 
Condition some what mixed but an interesting group and many 
contents intact. Inspect Est. Realization...................... $50.00  

536 � accumulation of covers in a box and album. Runs from 
Victorian to QE era plus some earlier U.S.A. included. Condition 
varies but will be good for cancels, rates, etc. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

537 � accumulation of over 100 pieces of postal stationery 
from and Newfoundland assembled on stock pages. Both used 
and unused and runs from QV to QE Freight "flimsies." Mostly 
postal cards, some mixed condition but generally fine-very fine. 
Inspect Est. Realization............................................... $50.00  

538 � accumulation of over 200 modern advertising covers 
(Birds, Buffalo, Cars, etc.) mostly with Western postmarks 
from the 1960's to 1970's. Mostly fine-very fine. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $50.00  

539 � box full of covers and post cards from KEVII era 
onward. Saw early b/w, and a few other useful. Inspect. 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $40.00  

540 � accumulation of Royal Visit covers with 6 from the 1951 trip and 
5 from the 1973 trip. Very fine and all with Royal Visit RPO 
cancels Est. Realization............................................... $30.00  

541 � accumulation of various covers with Small Queen and other 
Victorian postal cards, both used and unused, couple Muskoka 
area b/w post cards, some Post Office souvenir cards and other 
interesting. Inspect Est. Realization ............................ $25.00  

542 � carton of covers. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................... Offer 
 
543 � box with covers, commercial mail, FDC's, plus some worldwide 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer  
544 � carton of covers, plus some worldwide. 

Floor Sale Only........................................................... Offer 

CANADA PLATE BLOCKS 
 
545 �� #192i, 1932 3¢ Economic Conference issue, the "Broken E" 

variety in a plate block of ten, plate 2 lower right, very fine mint, 
never hinged ............................................................... $104.00  

546 � #302, 1951 $1 Fishing Resources lower left plate block, 
trivial gum bend in selvedge otherwise very fine mint, lightly 
hinged ......................................................................... $300.00  

547 � #337p-341p, 1962 1¢ to 5¢ QE tagged Wilding issues in 
matched sets of plate blocks, blanks as issued except 3¢ which 
has both plates 1 and 2. Very fine used and all with a Winnipeg 
Jan. 13 1962 First Day cancel. Catalogue value lists mint as $361 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $150.00  

548 �� #O32, 1953 $1 Totem overprinted G, upper right plate block, 
plate 1, very fine mint, never hinged .......................... $75.00 

CANADA BOOKLETS AND PANES 
 
549 � nice selection of used booklet panes (39) from KGVI Mufti 

issues to 34¢ Parliament Building, and used mini-panes (6) from 
Centennial, Cameo and Xmas issued all assembled on stock 
sheets. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization........... $50.00 

CANADA STAMPS 

1851-1859 PENCE ISSUES  
550 � #4, 3d red with clear to touching margins, light ring cancel, fine 

used ............................................................................. $150.00  
551 � #4d, 1853 3d brown red with clear to just touching margins, fine-

very fine used ............................................................. $237.50 
1859-1864 FIRST CENTS ISSUES  
552 � #14, 1859 1¢ rose, five copies tied by smudged cancel, 

indistinct Oct 10 1863 cancel to Toronto, b/s Toronto OC 10 63 
and Newburg. Small piece of flap missing otherwise fine-very 
fine .............................................................................. $75.00  

553 � #18, 1859 12½¢ yellow green QV issue tied to cover Quebec 
PM/OC 4/67 to Liverpool, b/s G 25/Liverpool/OC 16/67. Light 
vertical fold does not detract ....................................... $250.00  
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1868-1876 LARGE QUEEN ISSUES  
554 � #28, 12½¢ blue with 2 ring 7 cancel and guide dot lower left, 

very fine used .............................................................  $150.00 
1870-1897 SMALL QUEEN ISSUES  
555 � #35, 1¢ yellow tied by roller cancel to illustrated ad cover "The 

Massey M'f'g Co. Toronto, Ont." to Armadale. Udated but a 
pretty cover Est. Realization.......................................  $40.00  

556 � #35, 36, 1¢ yellow (110 including 16 pairs) and 2¢ green (24) all 
fully dated copies 1887-1897 with socked-on-the-nose cancels, 
mostly fine-very fine used Est. Realization ................  $50.00  

557 � #35-37, 1¢ yellow, 2¢ green and 3¢ orange red issues, very fine 
mint, ogh ....................................................................  $310.00  

558 � #37, 3¢ issue, 100 copies unchecked for perforations or shades, 
fine used .....................................................................  $125.00  

559 � #41, F1, 3¢ vermilion and 2¢ registration issue tied by nice 
segmented cork cancel St. Sauveur De Quebec AP 12 84 split 
ring to Dunham, b/s with four different cancels, fine-very fine 
Est. Realization ..........................................................  $50.00  

560 � #42, 5¢ grey tied to cover by Quebec OC 12 91 cancel to France, 
Calais A Paris receiving cancel on front, b/s red London transit 
and various French cancels. Tiny tear at top does not detract, fine-
very fine Est. Realization ...........................................  $100.00  

561 � #44, 8¢ violet black, natural gum skip at bottom, very fine mint 
(huge margins on two sides), lightly hinged ..............  $275.00 

1897 DIAMOND JUBILEE ISSUES  
562 � #53, 3¢ bright rose, 164 copies, fine-very fine used and loaded 

with cancels ................................................................  $287.00  
563 � #55, 6¢ yellow brown, very fine mint, original gum (dist) $300.00 
 
564 � #55, 6¢ yellow brown, very fine mint, just a trivial gum bend, 

original gum, hinged ..................................................  $300.00  
565 � #58, 15¢ steel blue, very fine mint, hinge remnant ....  $350.00 
 
566 � #59, 20¢ vermilion, fine-very fine used with Toronto AM/MR 

24/00 split ring cancel ................................................  $182.50  
567 � #59, 20¢ vermillion, fine used with a Toronto 5 roller cancel. 

....................................................................................  $150.00  
568 � #60, 50¢ ultramarine, fine-very fine mint, original gum, hinged. 

....................................................................................  $325.00 
1897-1908 LEAF, NUMERAL, AND KING EDWARD VII 
ISSUES  
569 � #72, 1897 8¢ orange QV "Leaf" issue, very fine mint, ogh. 

....................................................................................  $350.00  
570 �� #81, 1902 7¢ olive yellow QV Numeral issue, very fine mint, 

never hinged ...............................................................  $250.00  
571 �� #85, 1898 2¢ Imperial Penny Postage issue, a block of four, very 

fine mint, never hinged ..............................................  $240.00  
572 � #89, 90, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, fine used and both with fancy 

leaf cancel Est. Realization.........................................  $40.00 
1908 QUEBEC TERCENTENARY ISSUES  
573 � #96, ½¢ black brown, a marvelous block of 15 with bottom 

selvedge attached mounted on collector's exhibition page. 
Harrison Mills, B.C. NO 2 11 cds cancels. Very fine, nice 
multiple ......................................................................  $105.00  

574 �� #99, 5¢ Champlain's Habitation, very fine mint, never hinged. 
....................................................................................  $100.00  

575 � #100, 7¢ Wolfe and Montcalm, fine mint, hinge remnant $75.00 
 
576 � #101, 10¢ Quebec in 1700 issue, very fine mint, light hinge 

remnant ......................................................................  $250.00  
577 � #101, 10¢ Quebec in 1700, very fine mint, lightly hinged 

....................................................................................  $250.00 
1911-1925 KING GEORGE V ADMIRAL ISSUES  
578 � #106, 2¢ carmine, accumulation of 5,000 used, no precancels but 

unchecked for varieties, fine-very fine used ...............  $1,000.00  
579 � #108, 3¢ brown, accumulation of 5,000 used, no precancels but 

unchecked for varieties, fine-very fine used ...............  $1,000.00  
580 � #111, 5¢ dark blue, very fine mint, hinge remnant .....  $200.00 
 
581 � #119, 20¢ olive green, very fine-superb mint, lightly hinged. 

....................................................................................  $150.00  
582 �� #122, $1 orange, nice upper left corner margin copy, very fine-

superb mint, never hinged ..........................................  $150.00  
583 � #126, 126a, 128, 130, 131, 134, selection of Admiral issues in 

coil pairs, fine-very fine used .....................................  $97.00  

 
584 � #137, 2¢ green, a vertical block of six with plate A-188 at top. 

Couple light gum bends otherwise very fine mint, lightly hinged 
..................................................................................... $300.00  

585 �� #137, 2¢ green imperforate pair, very fine mint, never hinged. 
..................................................................................... $100.00  

586 � #137-138, 2¢ green and 3¢ carmine imperforate pairs, very fine 
mint, ogh ..................................................................... $150.00  

587 �� #138, 1924 3¢ carmine, an imperforate block of four, very fine 
mint, never hinged ...................................................... $100.00 

CONFEDERATION TO MODERN ISSUES  
588 � #135, 1917 3¢ brown Father's of Confederation, very fine-superb 

mint, hinge remnant .................................................... $70.00  
589 � #159, $1 Parliament Building, a block of four, hinge reinforcing, 

fine used ..................................................................... $240.00  
590 � #217-227, 1935 KGV Pictorial set complete, very fine mint, 

original gum, hinge remnants ..................................... $213.75  
591 � #219, 1935 3¢ dark carmine KGV issue tied to 10 covers all 

dated 1936 with Eastern Artci Mail R.M.S. "Nascopie," 
Chesterfield Inlet, Churchill, Craig Harbour (2), Lake Harbour, 
Pangnirtung, Pond's Inlet, Port Burwell, and Port Harrison. Very 
fine. Inspect Est. Realization....................................... $50.00  

592 � #241-245, (inc. 241a), 1938 Pictorial set complete, very fine 
mint, lightly hinged ..................................................... $252.00  

593 �� #341, 1954 5¢ blight blue QE Wilding issue, a misperforated strip 
of three, very fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization $50.00  

594 �� #468A variety, Centennial issue test coil strip, the scarce 
perforated issue misperforated in center of stamps. Very fine 
mint, never hinged Est. Realization ............................ $150.00  

595 �� #496, 508-11, 519-28, 582-85, 1969 Sparrow, 1970 Expo, 1970 
Childrens Xmas, and 1972 Earth Sciences issues all in full sheets 
with plates, very fine mint, never hinged .................... $386.40  

596 � #562/581, 1972-75 Indians issues, 200 sets (4,000 stamps), very 
fine used ..................................................................... $800.00  

597 � #670/779, 1975-1978 Ships issues, 200 sets (3,200 stamps) very 
fine used ..................................................................... $1,240.00  

598 �� #670ii-673ii, 1975 8¢ Coastal Vessels issue, a full sheet on hi-
brite paper, very fine mint, never hinged .................... $225.00 

1928-1946 AIRMAIL ISSUES  
599 �� #C2, 1930 5¢ olive brown, two copies very fine mint, never 

hinged ......................................................................... $240.00 
1918-1932 AIR MAIL SEMI-OFFICIAL ISSUES  
600 �� unlisted 1924-1974 Haileybury Flight Anniversary selection 

including large colour trials in 5 different colours on thin 
paper, a series of 5 essays,  and two single proofs, (one with 
inverted center, one with plane facing left), and a full sheet 
of stamps. Very fine in mounts on collector's exhibition pages 
Est. Realization ........................................................... $75.00 

1898-1946 SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUES  
601 �� #E5, 1932 20¢ henna brown, two copies very fine mint, never 

hinged ......................................................................... $180.00 
1875-1888 REGISTRATION ISSUES  
602 � #F1, 1875 2¢ orange, shorter perf at bottom otherwise very fine 

mint, lightly hinged ..................................................... $150.00  
603 � #F3, 1876 8¢ dull blue issue, fine used with a very light cancel. 

..................................................................................... $225.00 
1915-1916 WAR TAX ISSUES  
604 � #MR7, 1916 2¢ + 1¢ issue (Die II), a coil pair, very fine mint, 

lightly hinged .............................................................. $120.00 
1949-1956 OFFICIAL ISSUES  
605  #O27, $1 Fishing Resources overprinted G, very fine mint, never 

hinged ......................................................................... $125.00 
REVENUE ISSUES  
606 �� #FWS15/AV2, selection of Revenue issues including FWS15 

booklet pane (missing some gum), QL104, QL117, QR28, QR36, 
AV1-2 blocks of four. Generally  very fine mint, never hinged or 
lightly hinged. Van Dam catalogue value ................... $457.40 

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ISSUES  
607 �� #FWH1-4, issues of 1985 (2), 1986 (3), 1987, 1988 intact 

booklets, very fine mint, never hinged ........................ $105.00 
 

End of the Auction. 
Thank you for Participating 


